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Speech stresses open debate
BY KELLI B. GRANT
j News Editor_________________
During the annual Convoca­
tion ceremony Monday, fresh­
men and transfer students re­
ceived advice ranging from 
getting involved on campus 
and voicing their opinions to us­
ing Bonus Bucks wisely.
Faculty, staff, administrators 
and students packed into Ben 
Light Gymnasium for the official 
start of the academic year.
Throughout the ceremony, 
speakers urged students to 
make the most of their college 
experiences.
In her Convocation address. 
President Peggy R. Williams 
said she considers the beginning 
of college a time of new 
hopes. She reminded students 
that respect and open-minded­
ness are needed throughout the 
jT- college experience.
Williams urged students to 
'i * speak up about their opinions
Z and engage in intellectual dia-
i logue, even if theirs was the
^ ’ voice of dissent against the
'• t majority. She stressed the im-
^ portance of freedom of ideas
^f^.iijiiiiT inT open discussion.
She also asked students to 
get involved in activities on and 
off campus.
“At IC we are committed to be­
ing good neighbors to the city and 
the town,” she said. “But for all 
(activities) in which you are a fol­
lower, be sure there is one where 
you are a leader. We need both.”
The energetic chords of
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN 
HAROLD EMERY, professor of history, center, leads the recessional after the Convocation cere­
mony Monday morning. President Peggy R. Williams, left, and William Haines, right, chairman of 
the board of trustees, follow in the procession of college administrators.
John Parr’s “St. Elmo’s Fire 
(Man in Motion)” provided a 
beat as Student Body President 
Lisa Palmero made her way to 
the podium.
Palmero recounted her own
freshman experiences, begin­
ning with her very first drive up 
96B toward campus, singing 
along to that very song.
“I hope you’re as excited 
about college as I was,”
Palmero said. “Whatever you de­
cide to do or not do, I hope you 
run high on your toes.”
Take advantage of all the col­
lege’s resources, Palmero en- 
See FACULTY, Page 4
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A hang-up
Students find fault with new telephone serviee
BY EMILY LIU
Staff Writer
Many students are opting to 
hang up on the new campus tele­
phone service.
Students cited a variety of rea­
sons for why they disliked the new 
service, including higher bills than 
from the previous provider. Student 
Telephone Services, cheaper alter­
native services and a lack of voice 
in choosing the new provider.
Bernard Rhoades, director of 
technical services, said each student 
was assigned a personal identification 
number and will be billed upon using 
the PIN for the first time. Although stu­
dents who do not use their PINs will 
not be billed, Rhoades said, those who 
do not want service should notify the 
phone company.
Each student who uses the college’s 
phone service this year will pay a $20 
annual set-up fee and $12 a month for
local service. Last year there was no 
set-up fee and the cost for local ser­
vice was about $16 a month per ex­
tension, which was divided among 
roommates. The $20 set-up fee is for 
Strategic Telecommunications Con­
sulting Inc. to cover the administrative 
costs of providing the service, 
Rhoades said.
The long distance rate was re­
duced to 7.5 cents per minute from 
10 cents per minute to make the ser­
vice more competitive in a market­
place where more students are us­
ing alternative methods of long 
distance, Rhoades said.
Other long-distance carriers such 
as pre-paid phone cards still require 
local connections, he said.
“It’s important to note that when you 
make those long-distance calls, you dial 
either a local number or you dial an 800 
number,” he said. “In Ixrth cases, ybu 
use the local facilities. In that sense. 
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County agencies 
map out plans 
for terror response
BY EMILY PAULSEN 
AND NORIA LITAKER
Assistant News Editor and 
Contributing Writer
Personnel from various Tompkins 
County-area agencies gathered at Itha­
ca College Tuesday to discuss how they 
would coordinate emergency response 
efforts during a terror attack. In this case, 
they planned how to address a chemical 
weapon attack at Cornell University.
Domestic Preparedness Ithaca, 
which has met previously to discuss how 
to efficiently address different mass- 
scale disasters, chose to target terrorism 
as this year’s focus, said Paramedic Su­
pervisor Ken Thompson.
“There’s mass casualty training that has 
been going on for a long time, but this one 
here was specifically formatted towards 
terrorism,” he said.
Among those who participated in the 
daylong exercises were representatives 
from Ithaca College, Cornell University, 
the Ithaca Fire Department, Bangs Am­
bulance, Cayuga Medical Center and sev­
eral other agencies.
Those who attended created and 
evaluated a step-by-step reaction to a hy­
pothetical terrorist attack at Cornell’s 
Lynah Rink, where the university holds 
ice hockey games. . '
The scenario they discussed begins 
with a chemical device exploding in a 
hockey rink packed with approximately 
5,000 people.
Linda Grace-Kobas, Cornell news 
service director, said consideration was 
given to everything from the immediate 
reaction of the Ithaca police and para­
medics to the role of the media.
Long-term effects such as legal 
concerns and emotional effects were also 
discussed.
After being presented with the dis­
aster scenario, representatives divided 
into focus groups based on the roles they 
would fill in an event such as this. Each 
group addressed specific questions re­
garding problems that might arise dur­
ing and after the attack.
Guy Van Benschoten, assistant 
chief of the Ithaca Fire Department, said 
that when the entire group reconvened 
to share their answers, they also dis­
cussed means of supporting one anoth­
er and cooperating for maximum 
efficiency.
He stressed that in the event of an emer­
gency, many different organizations 
must be able to work together and that this 
is an area that can always get better.
“All the time it’s about trying to improve 
... Communication, coordination, cooper­
ation and the silent C, compassion,” he said.
Acknowledging that Ithaca faces less of 
a terrorist threat than many larger cities, IFD 
Chief Brian Wilbur said that the commu­
nity should still be prepared and properly 
equipped with the resources to respond.
“I think there is enough likelihood that 
if we don’t prepare for [a bioterrorist at­
tack] we’re being shortsighted,” he said.
Wilbur added that Tuesday’s work,aS;'? 
well as other exercises conducted in the 
past, have improved preparedness, but 
Domestic Preparedness Ithaca still has 
work to do.
“We’re better prepared than we were, 
vVe’re not as prepared as I’d like to be,” 
he said.
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National
and ternational News
Last November, Texas voters endorsed Proposition 2, 
which will channel $175 million toward improving streets 
and drains and sidewalks in colonias. There is talk of in­
stalling street lights. In Cameron Park, whose size and no­
toriety have resulted in attention and largesse, a bank of 
computers has been installed at the community center.
According to the Census Bureau, nine of the 10 poor­
est U.S. communities of 1,000 households or more are 
colonias and other immigrant settlements near the Mex­
ican border. Cameron Park has the lowest per capita in­
come — $4,103 a year. Barely one person in five has a 
high school diploma.
Many families in Cameron Park, perhaps half, still 
scratch out a living as migrant laborers, but the sons and 
daughters of others have steady jobs in the armed forces, 
schools, stores or government offices.
ignated the little-known East Turkestan Islamic Movement 
(ETIM) as a terrorist organization several days ago.
The Chinese government has been pressing Washing­
ton for months to include the group on the terrorist list. 
In meetings Monday, Chinese leaders expressed satisfac­
tion with the U.S. move, Armitage said.
China has blamed Uighur terrorists for a long list of 
bombings, assassinations and other crimes inside and out­
side Xinjiang, but it has said little about ETIM. In Janu­
ary, it issued a report alleging Osama bin Laden and his 
al-Qaida network provided the group weapons, money and 
training in Afghanistan.
Hasan Mahsum, the group’s leader, denied any ties with 
al-Qaida during a January interview with Radio Free Asia, 
according to Uighur exile groups.
m
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Judges rules in poultry manure case
World leaders search for solutions
LEE HOCKSTADER/THE WASHINGTON POST
MARTHA GUERECA’S FAMILY stands outside their 
home in Cameron Park, Texas, the poorest immi­
grant community in the nation.
Texas voters aid immigrant settlements
Home to about 6,000 of the poorest Mexican immigrants, 
Cameron Park, Texas is one of the biggest and oldest of about 
1,800 colonias — shabby, unplanned, scantily regulated con­
glomerations of shacks, trailers and tumbledown houses that 
dot the U.S.-Mexico border, most of them in Texas.
Buoyed by waves of state and federal cash and a crazy 
quilt of public and private aid programs, places like Cameron 
Park are starting, slowly, to look less like Dante’s Inferno 
and more like neighborhoods that are simply very poor.
Maryland’s plan to hold giant poultry companies re­
sponsible for controlling pollution from the waste their birds 
produce has been blocked by an administrative law judge 
who said the state overstepped its authority in linking the 
companies’ permits to disposal of manure.
Under new pollution-control permits that the Depart­
ment of the Environment drafted for the state’s three largest 
poultry producers. Perdue Farms, Tyson Foods and Allen 
Foods would be required to give state authorities a list of 
the farmers who grow birds for them, specify the amounts 
of manure generated and indicate how it will be used.
The poultry companies fought the permits, saying the 
department was using them to create an improper regu­
latory scheme to reduce nutrient runoff from farms.
Runoff from fields fertilized with poultry manure has been 
blamed for putting excess nutrients in Maryland waters and 
promoting the growth of a toxic microbe in several rivers.
U.S. adds group in China to terror list
The Bush administration has added a violent Muslim 
group seeking independence for China’s Xinjiang 
province to its official list of foreign terrorist organizations, 
a senior U.S. diplomat said earlier this week.
The decision was announced by Deputy Secretary of State 
Richard Armitage. Armitage said the State Department des-
The World Summit on Sustainable Development 
opened in Johannesburg, South Africa, this week with 
the .lofty aspiration that representatives of more than 190 
nations will agree on a plan to develop the poorest coun­
tries without further fouling air, polluting water or de­
grading land.
South African President Thabo Mbeki opened the meet­
ing with a call for participants to pursue the goals adopted 
a decade ago at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 
including reversing “environmental destmction, poverty and 
inequality.”
The goals of the conference include reducing by half the 
number of people without access to clean water, one bil­
lion, and without proper sanitation, two billion.
A number of countries want an action plan that would 
set precise goals and dates by which nations would have 
to show measurable progress.
The Bush administration, which pulled out of the inter­
national Kyoto Protocol, designed to reduce greenhouse gas­
es, has so far resisted setting specific goals and timetables.
President Bush, unlike leaders of 104 other nations, will 
not come here to present his case. Instead, he is dispatch­
ing Secretary of State Colin L. Powell to lead the delega­
tion in the final days of the summit.
Source: Los Angeles Times and The Washingmn Post News 
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Briefs
Longtime college employee 
in information technology dies
College staff member Mark S. Parente 
died unexpectedly Aug. 21. He was 50.
Parente worked for the college for almost 
25 years, most recently as a voice com­
munications specialist in the Office of In­
formation Technology.
An Ithaca native, Parente graduated from 
Ithaca High School in 1970.
He was a member of the Immaculate 
Conception Church and had previously 
served as a member of the Newfield Fire 
Department and a troop leader with the 
Newfield Boy Scouts.
Parente is survived by his mother, Bernice 
Pamiske McCabe; his three brothers, Jeff, Tom 
and Nick; his partner, Jackie Fuller and his 
three children, Maria, Anthony and Angela.
Services were held Sunday.
In lieu of flowers, the family requests 
that donations be made in Parente’s mem­
ory to the Newfield Fire Company, 77 Main 
Street, Newfield, N.Y.
for Capitol One Financial Corp., worked his 
way up from positions at PepsiCo’s Pepsi Bot­
tling Group and General Electric.
Playwright and director Calarco’s 
work “Shakespeare’s R&J” has been 
staged around the world since it debuted in 
1997 and has won off-Broadway’s Lucille 
Lortel Award for outstanding special 
achievement in theatre.
The Friends of Ithaca College were 
awarded the James J. Whalen Meritorious Ser­
vice Award for achievements and contribu­
tions to the college by non-graduates. Since 
the group was put together in 1958, it has 
raised more than $300,000 for college pro­
jects and initiated a scholarship fund for de­
serving students in the Tompkins County area.
Evaluation of health center 
brings about accreditation
A recent evaluation by the Joint Com­
mission on Accreditation of Healthcare Or­
ganizations found the Hammond Health Cen­
ter eligible for ambulatory care accreditation.
The commission also found the health 
center’s laboratory in compliance with stan­
dards for clinical and pathological labora­
tories. Both accreditations demonstrate 
the center’s conformation to national 
standards set by JCAHO.
Business offers weekly course 
in beginner sign language
native, non-theistic observances.
An adult-oriented service with a 
potiuck dessert and reception will be held 
at 7 p.m. on Sept. 6.
A morning service for children age 3 to 
8 with singing, snacks and storytelling will 
be held at 10:30 a.m. on Sept. 7.
Abrief Yom Kippur service, followed by 
a potiuck break-the-fast dinner will be held 
at 6 p.m. on Sept. 16. Costs to attend the ser­
vices ranges from $3 to $10 for members and 
$3 to $15 for non-members.
For more information or to make a reser­
vation for the events, call Stacia Zabusky at 
(607) 277-7949.
Center seeks participants 
for stroke therapy program
College recognizes alumni 
for post-graduation work
The Center for Life Skills is seeking in­
dividuals who have experienced a stroke or 
other neurological disorders for a therapy jxo- 
gram to improve the quality of everyday life.
The center, which was developed 
through the School of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance, is offering sessions 
from Sept. 9 through Dec. 13. Participants 
pay a fee for two and a half days of therapy 
each week, to be held at Longview.
For more information or to register, call 
program manager Catherine Gooch at (607) 
375-6312 or visit the Web site at www.itha- 
ca.edu/lifeskills.
The Finger Lakes Independence Center 
will be offering a six-week course in sign 
language this fall.
The course, which starts Sept. 12, will cov­
er beginning sign language for people who 
have little or no background. Classes will take 
place every Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m.
Early registration costs $60, plus a text­
book fee of $30. The deadline for early reg­
istration is Tuesday. For more information, 
call Satomi at (607) 272-2433.
Corrections
The Sunday Mass hours for the 
Immaculate Conception Church are 
8:30 and 10:30 a.m. They were print­
ed incorrectly in the Aug. 24 issue.
It Is The Ithacan’s policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Emily Paulsen 
at 274-3207.
Depression group to support 
community members’ needs
During Alumni Weekend in June, the col­
lege recognized three alumni and one service 
group for their outstanding achievements.
George Kissell ’42 received the Lifetime 
Achievement Award for his distinction with­
in the highest level of his profession. Kissell, 
who was nicknamed “The Professor” for his 
instruction, spent almost six decades working 
with the St. Louis Cardinals baseball team.
Samuel Medina ’92 and Joseph Calarco 
’92 both received the Outstanding Young 
Alumni Award for the exceptional professional 
success each earned soon after graduating. 
Medina, the director of the employment brand
Two staff members earn cash 
to continue college education
Ithaca College has awarded JJ Staff 
Scholar awards to two college employees 
pursuing degrees within the institution.
Angie Rogers, an administrative assistant 
in the Division of Graduate Studies and Chris­
tine Davie, a programmer in the Office of In­
formation Technology, each received $200 to 
defray the cost of books or other education­
al expenses in the 2002-2003 academic year.
Both are working to earn bachelor’s de­
grees in business administration. Rogers ex­
pects to graduate in December; Davie in May.
The Ithaca area Depression Support 
Group is offering resources for people suf­
fering from the illness through semi­
monthly meetings.
The group, which is confidential and 
peer-run, focuses on self-help. It meets on 
the first and third Thursdays of each 
month from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Finger 
Lakes Independence Center.
The next meeting is on Thursday. For 
more information, call Debby Brady at (607) 
272-2433.
Area religious organization 
offers holiday alternatives
During Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kip­
pur, the Finger Lakes Community for Hu­
manistic Judaism will be providing alter-
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Racial attack stuns residents
3Y KELLI B. GRANT
Vews Editor
More than a month after a young black 
woman was attacked while walking home in 
the City of Ithaca, the community is still try­
ing to come to grips with the event.
Community members have held rallies as 
recently as last Thursday to support Patricia 
Morris. The 20-year-old woman said she was 
walking home from work along West Buf­
falo Street near Taughannock Boulevard July 
8 when she heard two women yelling “nig­
ger” and other racial slurs at her from the back 
of a Ford pickup truck that had stopped at 
the nearby traffic light.
Morris, who was not wearing her pre­
scription eyeglasses, told police she was un­
sure if she knew the two women. Morris said 
when the truck pulled into the parking lot of 
Pete’s Grocery, she followed it to see if she 
knew anyone in the vehicle.
According to accounts from the victim and 
witnesses, an argument ensued between Mor­
ris and the two women in the back of the 
truck. Tori L. Monroe, 23, of 1775 W. Dan- 
by Road Apt. 3 in Newfield, and Tonya Lynn 
Swansbrough, 25, of 619 Cascadilla St. Apt. 
2. Witnesses said the incident became vio­
lent when Monroe kicked Morris in the face.
When Morris fell to the ground, the two 
women got out of the truck and began kick­
ing and swinging at her, according to witness 
accounts. Kevin W. Swansbrough, 31, who
lives with Tonya Swansbrough, left the grocery 
store and joined the attack, punching Morris 
and holding her down on the ground, they said.
Morris told police she fell in and out of 
consciousness throughout the attack. She told 
police she came to and found Kevin Swans­
brough holding her down as the women con­
tinued to yell racial slurs while kicking and 
punching her.
The attackers accused Morris of grabbing 
Gail Monroe, Tori Monroe’s mother and the 
driver of the vehicle, by the throat as she at­
tempted to break up the fight. Ithaca Police 
Sgt. James Herson said their findings did not
support Gail Monroe’s account.
When the police arrived at 5; 19 p.m., they 
said they did not see the women beating the 
victim, but they saw Kevin Swansbrough 
holding Morris’ arms behind her back. Po­
lice handcuffed Morris first, an act commu­
nity members continue to criticize. Police lat­
er defended the move as procedure.
Police said the three attackers had broken 
Morris’ nose, caused facial bruises and ripped 
braids from her head.
Kevin Swansbrough was charged with as­
sault/bias crime, unlawful imprisonment 
and aggravated harassment.
Tonya Swansbrough and Tori Monroe face 
charges of third-degree assault/bias crime, 
second-degree harassment and hate crime.
Ithaca City Court Judge Marjorie Z. Olds 
arraigned the three defendants that night and 
sent them to Tompkins County Jail on cash 
and bail bond.
The three defendants pleaded innocent in 
their second court arraignment July 10 and 
were released without bail being posted under 
the supervision of the probation department and 
order^ to appear daily at the Community Jus­
tice Center. Orders of protection were issued 
to keep all three of them away from Morris.
District Attorney George Dentes is 
preparing the case for trial before a grand jury. 
A court date has not yet been issued.
Time Line:
SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN
DIANN SAMS, a Democrat representing the 2nd Ward on Ithaca Common Council, 
encourages residents to take a stand against racial discrimination during a Unity 
Rally last Thursday. Onstage, Marcia Fort, executive director of the Greater Ithaca 
Activities Center, comforts Patricia Morris, right, the victim of the July 8 racial attack.
Thursday.
/ Patricia Morris
is attacked in the parking i 
lot of Pete’s Grocery. y
Full links to The Ithaca Journal coverage of the story can be found online at: 
wwwJthaca.edu/ithacan.
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MAYOR ALAN COHEN, 
far left, speaks to resi­
dents at the rally last
Collie White, 
right, recounts 
his own story 
as the victim 
of a racial 
attack in 1998. 
Below, Julie 
deAragon, 
left, and her 
mother. Jack! 
Thompson, 
listen to the 
speakers.
Community ^members rally against discriminatory acts
BY KELLI B.
News Editor
GRANT
More than 150 Ithaca area residents met last Thursday 
night in the latest effort to denounce discriminatory acts 
in the community throi^^ a Unity Rally at the Greater Itha­
ca Activities Center.
Audience masabers of all ages and races cheered on local 
politicians and community leaders as they encouraged residents 
to take a stand against racism. Community members have tak­
en special issue with the July 8 attack against Patricia Mor­
ris, especially because her three alleged attackers are still out 
on the streets. Morris sat quitely onstage during the rally.
GIAC Executive Director Marcia Fort welcomed the 
audience and reminded them of the rally’s purpose.
“We are here today in unity to make a strong statement 
and showing that there is no place in our community for 
hate crimes of any kind,” Fort said.
Though the attack occurred in the City of Ithaca, sever­
al speakers noted that racial discrimination takes place every 
day all over the country. Audrey Cooper, an extension com­
munity educator at the Cornell Cooperative Extension’s Mul­
ticultural Resource Center, told college students to be aware.
“There are victims on and off campus, in and out of
the community,” she said.
Acting Police Chief Lauren Signer urged residents to 
use their anger about the attack for positive purposes. She 
told community members that their reactions over the in­
cident are very important.
By standing together, Ithaca area residents can break 
the silence against discriminatory acts, said Common Coun­
cil Alderwoman Paulette Manos, I-1st Ward.
“With our eyes focused on a shared vision, we can make 
a difference,” she said.
Mayor Alan Cohen said efforts could be as simple as 
keeping an open dialogue about the attack against Mor­
ris or reprimanding people who make racist remarks.
“I feel what happened was absolutely atrocious,” he said. 
“I am outraged that it happened in our community, but not 
surprised. It’s important that we not only talk about this 
[incident] but that others hear it and learn from it. I am 
committed to trying.”
Fort asked audience members to show support for Mor­
ris by attending court dates when her attackers are brought 
to trial. She said the rally is neither the beginning nor the 
end of the fight against racism.
“I want to see you in court the first day and every day there­
after,” Fort said. ‘The room has to be packed. This is the be­
ginning of a long struggle. Get ready for the 
long haul.”
While only a few other speakers 
offered specific suggestions to stop 
racism, all urged community mem­
bers to speak up and make 
sure everyone knows it 
is unwelcome in the 
community.
Alderwoman Di- 
ann Sams, D-2nd 
Ward, summed the 
message up in four ' 
words. 4-.
“We need to say 
‘No more.
Not 
here.’”
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Campus community explores alternatives to college phone service
Continued from Page 1
there’s a cost associated on the local side to 
make a long-distance call if you don’t use the 
college’s long-distance program.”
Rhoades said another reason the phone ser­
vice rates have changed is that the school is 
providing additional extensions for students 
and charging students individually to prevent 
billing conflicts between roommates.
This year there is one extension provided 
for every two students compared to last year 
when there was one extension per room, re­
gardless how many students occupied it.
The new service plan, which charges stu­
dents individually rather than by extension 
number, makes students responsible for
only their own telephone bills — not those 
of roommates, Rhoades said.
If each student is billed individually, each 
student should be provided with a separate tele­
phone line, sophomore Morgan Steele said.
Steele said she doesn’t make enough local 
calls to make the phone service fee worthwhile.
“I don’t call off campus to do anything ex­
cept maybe order a pizza,” Steele said. “Oth­
erwise it’s all e-mails and instant messages, 
so it’s really not necessary.”
Other students are choosing not to join the 
college’s phone plan because they find cell 
phones are more convenient and cost-effective.
Sophomore Michelle Lee said she pur­
chased a cellular phone after the college’s 
phone service rates increased.
“It is ridiculously priced and complicat­
ed,” Lee said. “I bought a cell phone and I 
think it will be a lot easier and less of a has­
sle to use. I can still use my room phone to 
call on campus, so that is convenient.”
Because more students are using cellular 
phones, the college may incorporate a cel­
lular plan into student phone service in the 
future, Rhoades said.
Some students have found ways to use 
the current phone service without being hit 
by the rise in costs. Junior Joe Goodenbery 
and his five roommates are planning on us­
ing one PIN number for their six-person 
Garden Apartment.
“We actually could save a little money that 
way,” Goodenbery said. “Three of us have
cell phones, which is another reason why 
we’re not getting six PINs.”
Rhoades said that PINs should not be 
shared because they are personal numbers and 
it may become difficult to split up the bill if 
there is not a close relationship between 
roommates.
Acknowledging that not everyone is 
pleased with the new phone service, Rhoad­
es said he hopes to receive feedback from stu­
dents about the new phone service.
“At some point after the first semester 
it’s our intent to meet with the Student Gov­
ernment Association and get a feel for what 
they think about the new rates and ser- 
vices,and what they feel could improve 
those services,” he said.
Faculty lauded at Convocation
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN
FRESHMEN PEKO EWOODZIE, left, Vanessa Stewart, Jerrell Grady and Kenya 
German enjoy the community picnic following Convocation Monday afternoon.
Continued from Page 1
couraged students. She also asked them to 
party safely and locate the gym before the 
“freshman 15” becomes a reality.
Peter Bardaglio, the new provost and 
vice president for academic affairs, said he 
was excited to welcome the Class of 2006 
because they will be the first class whose 
college experiences he can follow 
through to Commencement.
Bardaglio also recognized three faculty 
members for their excellence in teaching, 
scholarship and service.
The college honored James Swafford, 
associate professor of English, for ex­
cellence in teaching; Ellen Staurowsky, 
professor of exercise and sport sciences, 
for excellence in scholarship; and Sandra 
Herndon, professor of organizational 
communication, learning and design, for
excellence in service.
Though Ithaca College has grown over 
the years, it remains committed to its goals 
of excellence, said William Haines, chair­
man of the board of trustees.
Haines welcomed freshmen to make 
the most of the next stage of their lives.
“I encourage you to share your talents, 
your ideas and perspectives, but most of all 
your questions,” he said.
Ereshman Ellen Cribbs said she liked 
the promise of involvement administra­
tors gave.
“I thought it was great,” Cribbs said. “It 
gave me a lot of courage.”
Freshman Nolan Camp said he thought 
the speeches were good, but that most of the 
things that were said he had heard before.
“We were sort of hearing all the same 
things from orientation all over again,” he 
said.
What’s the link between 
Ithaca College’s past 
and vouidfuture?
Join the
Studeht Alumni 
Association
First meeting! -Tuesday, Sept. 3, 7:00pm
in the Seminar Room in Phillips Hall 
(next to the recreation room).
BE THE UNK: as an IC student, you are also a member of a 
family of nearly 50,000 alumni worldwide.
JUMP STJIRTYOUR CAREER: Network with alumni, give 
yourself leadership experience and boost your resume.
MAKE NEW FRIENDS: SAA provides a great opportunity 
to meet new friends from all majors and schools.
HAVE FUN: SAA organizes annual events like the Home­
coming Pep Rally, Winter Semi-Formal, and Little Sibs 
Weekend. Career development events are also in the works.
K
th
Trinity Lutheran Church invites you to a
PICNIC
12 noon - Sunday, September 8
Come for fun, food, and fellowship!
Call or e-mail for information & transportation.
Ongoing Events
Worship Band: 8:00 p.m. Wednesday 9/11 is our 1®* rehearsal at Trinity 
College Bible Study: 9:00 a.m. Sundays at Trinity beginning September 15 
Ski Trip: Ski Gore Mountain in the Adirondacks this winter!
Trinity Lutheran Church: Sunday Worship is at 10:30 a.m.
crfeinspak@curf.edu
Phone #277-5489 
Katherine ©
1
Trinity Lutheran Church
Preschool & After School 
149 Honness Lane
WELCOME BACK STUDENT SPECIALS
Full Service
Beauty & Tanning Studio
For information, contact 
Abby Chewning
(SAA president) at 
achewni 1 @ithaca.edu 
Gretchen DeBolt 
(SAA advisor) at 274-3846, 
or email gdebolt@ithaca.edu
thaca College
Student Alumni Association
SIAIA
TANNING
SPECIALS
.99
I SHAMPOO & CUT I
{ only Q 1
I Exp. 8/02 ^ ^ !
SESSIONS I M
Exp. 8/02 '
307 S. Meadow St. • Ithaca, NY 14850 
272-7402
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Legislation limits 106-VIC’s reach
^ _____________ _____________^ -f..*!* -• 7College radio to discontinue webcasts 
to comply with digital copyright act
BY MANDY SHEFFIELD
Contributing Writer
On the radio in Laredo, Texas, you can 
only find a couple of top-40 stations and Te- 
jano music.
That’s why Matt 
LeBlanc ’02 goes online 
to listen to 106-VIC, 
one of the college’s ra­
dio stations.
For LeBlanc, one of 
the many listeners 
from around the world 
tuned in to VIC on the 
Internet, the music 
will stop on Saturday.
lam heartsick and 
angry ...that we have to 
pull our streams off the 
Web.
—CHRIS WHEATLEY
Radio Operations Manager
See “COPYRIGHT," 
Page 17
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'SUNIOR CHRISTINE KLUNK reads a news story during her VIC radio shift
VIC will temporarily halt its webcasts to 
avoid having to keep extensive records and pay 
additional royalty fees imposed by the Li­
brarian of Congress in May as a result of the 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998.
Most of VIC’s audience comes from on­
line listeners, since the only two ways to 
hear the station’s signal is to be in just the 
right spot on cam­
pus or have FM 
Cable, said senior 
Emily Levitt, VIC 
station manager. The station, which is small­
er than its sister station WICB-FM, has been 
streaming online since 1997.
The Digital Millennium Copyright Act is 
the legislation that is forcing radio stations 
all over the country to stop their Internet 
streams or face paying high fees reaching into 
thousands of dollars. It states that the 
recording industry and artists should be corh- 
pensated for music played over the Internet. 
The legislation was passed around the same 
time Napster was gaining notoriety for 
stealing profits from artists.
Levitt said the station is waiting for sev­
eral Internet streaming requirements to be de­
cided before resuming its webcasting.
“We don’t want to invest the money and find 
out we can’t meet the requirements,” she said.
Radio Operations Manager Chris Wheat- 
ley said he is very upset at the new rules and 
the “big, ugly, greedy - 
Goliath” that the music 
industry has become.
“I am heartsick 
and angry about the fact 
that we have to pull our 
streams off the Web this 
Saturday,” he said.
VIC was losing 
money, not making it, 
Wheatley said. He 
said he thought the 
station was doing a public service.
“What a worldwide audience did for sta­
tion morale — you can’t buy that,” he said. 
“What we play tends to sell. Whether it’s 
good or awful, it helps artists.”
VIC Program Director Jason Matos said 
the legislation was a major blow to the station.
“Since I’ve been at IC, I’ve watched the 
station staff grow, mold it and watch our au­
dience and popularity increase dramatically,” 
he said. “It’s sad that in my final year at IC 
something like this has to happen.”
Levitt said that not having the Internet 
stream is going to be an adjustment for the 
station. For the DJs, it means less audience 
interaction and a cutback on the quality and 
quantity of feedback from listeners, she said.
Levitt and Matos said for the people in 
Ithaca and Tompkins County that do listen 
to VIC online, a solution could be FM Ca­
ble, a free service offered by Time Warner 
that allows users to receive local radio sta­
tions via their cable jack.
But in Texas, LeBlanc is out of luck.
“All I know,” he said, “is that one day I have 
a great radio station I can listen to, and the next 
dav it’s not eoina to be there. That really stinks.”
Burglars steal 
sound equipment 
from IC students
BY KELLI B. GRANT
News Editor
More than $15,000 worth of 
personal property was stolen 
from two Ithaca College students 
this summer when their apart­
ment was burglarized.
Junior Frank Chung and se­
nior Sean Takahashi found 
themselves unable to enter 
their apartment on the 800 
block of South Aurora Street 
when they returned Aug. 18 — 
the lock had been replaced.
When they finally got in 
their apartment later that night, 
the two roommates discovered 
that it was missing sound and 
recording equipment, a home en­
tertainment system and $3,000 in 
cash. None of the equipment was 
insured, and neither roommate 
had renter’s insurance.
Chung, who is a DJ at local 
clubs and parties under the name 
Deejay Mono, said he was angry 
that the equipment necessary for 
his livelihood was stolen.
“I was pretty pissed off,” he 
said. “We still find more stuff 
missing every day.”
Chung said he moved into 
their apartment on July 15. He 
and police officers estimate the 
burglary took place between 
July 25 and Aug. 18, when the 
two roommates were away.
According to the police report, 
the students told police they 
learned from their landlord that 
a New York State Electric & Gas 
employee had called the landlord 
to tell him that a key had broken 
off in the lock.
Chung and Takahashi told po­
lice the landlord had asked a main­
tenance worker to replace the lock. 
Chung said neither the landlord 
nor the apartment supervisor had 
contacted either he or Takahashi 
to notify them of the break in or 
of the lock replacement.
So far, none of the stolen 
sound equipment or other prop­
erty has been recovered.
Chung has begun purchasing 
new equipment to continue his 
DJ business.
“This happened in July,” 
Chung said. “I don’t think we’re 
going to get our.stuff back.”
To protect their property, the 
two roommates have obtained 
stronger locks for their apartment 
and are looking into an alarm sys­
tem, Chung said. He also hopes 
to insure his new equipment as 
he obtains it.
Chung said the police have 
explored several leads, but the 
case remains under investigation 
by the Ithaca Police Depart­
ment. Anyone with information 
about this incident is asked to call 
IPD at 272-9973.
service extends to Circles
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FRESHMAN XIAO-JING LIU, left, and sophomore Yvone Chun wait 
for the TCAT bus Tuesday morning. TCAT now loops around the 
campus and downtown once every 45 minutes.
Campus bus
BY LARA MARSHALL
Contributing Writer 
Tompkins Consolidated Area 
Transit buses will be making 
more stops on campus this se­
mester as part of the college’s con­
tinued efforts to reduce parking 
congestion.
Under the new schedule, 
TCAT route 11 will be making a 
loop around campus and downtown 
every 42 minutes, including a run 
to Longview and the College Cir­
cle Apartments, said Thomas 
Salm, vice president for business 
and administrative affairs.
Under the old schedule, route 
11 made a loop from Textor Hall 
to areas in downtown Ithaca 
twice an hour. The bus stopped at 
the Towers and at Longview 
once-each hour.
Mark Darling, recycling/re­
source program coordinator for the 
resource and environmental 
management program, said he is 
pleased with the new schedule and 
hopes it will encourage people to 
use the bus system more often.
Darling said TCAT represen­
tatives will be visiting campus 
during the semester. They will be 
^bringing a bus for people to prac­
tice using the system. And, Dar­
ling added, an expanded bus 
schedule is great for reasons oth­
er than reducing the number of 
cars on campus.
“It helps to reduce air pollution,” 
he said.
Despite the college’s efforts, 
many students still opt to take their 
own ride. Junior Jenny Marsella, 
who lives in the College Circle 
Apartments, said the expanded 
schedule doesn’t help her out.
“I drive a car to campus,” she
said. “It is a lot easier than riding 
the bus and waiting for it to fit my 
schedule.”
Free TCAT bus passes for fac­
ulty and staff and discounted $80 
semester passes for students were 
made available last winter. Salm 
said these efforts were additional in­
centives to use bus service instead 
of commuting to campus.
The college has also attempted 
to reduce the number of cars on 
campus by restricting freshman 
parking. Under the new rules ef­
fective this year, freshmen are re­
quired to park in designated green 
lots. They also must pay $200 for 
a parking permit, up from the"$40 
upperclassmen pay.
Salm said it is too early to tell 
how effective the changes have been.
“We’ll be evaluating the effect, 
and we are hoping to see people 
get involved in the new pro­
gram,” he said.
TCAT services, schedules and 
passes can be found at numerous 
locations across campus. For 
more information, log on to 
http://www.tcatbus.com.
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Bardaglio to push for campus diversity
BY ANNE K. WALTERS
Staff Writer
Peter Bardaglio, the new 
provost and vice president for aca­
demic affairs, is both reconnect­
ing to the past and looking to the 
future as he begins his new life in 
Ithaca and at the college.
Bardaglio, who holds a doc­
torate in history, is restoring a 
19th-century farm house.
“There is satisfaction in 
breathing new life into it,” he said.
The opportunity to live in 
such an old home is an adventure 
that allows him to feel connected 
to his field in new ways, he said.
The goats and sheep that he has 
at his new home also connect him 
to the past by reminding him of his 
grandfather, who was a goatherd 
in the Italian Alps.
As provost, however, 
Bardaglio plans to focus on the 
academic future of Ithaca College.
“In some ways, the most im­
portant priority is the effort to di­
versify both the faculty and the 
students,” he said. “As more and 
more students of color come, it is 
important to have role models for 
them and for all students to have 
cross cultural discussion.”
Expanding students’ perspec­
tives to a global level is also im­
portant, he said.
“Historically, colleges have 
been charged with developing 
good national citizens,” he said. 
“Now we need to develop good 
global citizens as well.”
This involves providing greater 
opportunities to discuss global 
perspectives within the curriculum, 
he said. He also hopes for greater
student involvement in study- 
abroad programs.
In his free time, Bardaglio 
plans to continue writing his sec­
ond book, which is about every­
day life in the South after the Civ­
il War. His first book, “Recon­
structing the Household: Families, 
Sex and the Law in the Nine­
teenth-Century South,” was pub­
lished in 1996.
Bardaglio has spent the last 21 
years working at colleges, both as 
a professor and an administrator. 
Before coming to Ithaca College, 
he served as the interim vice pres­
ident and academic dean at 
Goucher College in Baltimore.
Bardaglio was also a visiting 
professor in American studies at 
the University of Exeter in the 
United Kingdom and a visiting
lecturer at the University of 
Maryland at College Park.
“This fall is the most memo­
rable of all,” he said. “I feel lucky 
to be here.”
He said he was attracted to the 
college by the balance between 
liberal arts and professional pro­
grams.
“We need to think strategically 
about things that cross between the
SARAH SCHULTETTHE ITHACAN
PETER BARDAGLIO, provost and vice president for academic affairs, has settled into his Job Hail office.
schools, for example the center for 
culture, race and ethnicity and ex­
amine other opportunities for in­
terdisciplinary work.
“I have a notion of no walls. At 
this point in the college’s history, 
not to completely tear down walls, 
but to lower them between the 
schools, between academic affairs 
and student affairs and between fac­
ulty and administration.”
Mary Turner Depalma, profes­
sor of psychology and a member 
of the provost search committee, 
said the group thought Bardaglio 
had all the key features to be a 
great leader at the college.
“He’s really lived the life of a 
teacher and of a scholar,” she said.
Student Body President Lisa 
Palmero has met with Bardaglio al­
ready this year. She said she has en­
joyed his energetic personality and 
his interest in campus diversity.
“He’s an awesome guy,” 
Palmero said. “He’s very person­
able, very interested in working 
with students and very enthusias­
tic about his job. I love that.”
Brief biography
Bardaglio resides in Ithaca - 
with his wife, Wrexie. He has 
three children ages 33, 30 
and 18. Bardaglio also has 
two grandchildren ages 2 
and 5 months.
• B.A. in history and English 
from Brown University (R.I.).
• M.A. in history from 
Stanford Univerity (Calif.).
• Ph.D. in history from 
Stanford.
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It’s Never Too Early To Get 
Your Career In Gear!
Career Services 
Fall 2002 
Seminar Schedule
Applying to Graduate School Orientation To Campus Recruitin2
Continuing your education, whether it is for a PhD, Master’s degree 
or professional school, is a difficult decision. This seminar will 
provide you with information about the graduate school application 
process and orient you to the resources that you will need to success­
fully research programs.
• Wednesday, Sept. 18, 11:00-12:00 - Seminar Room, Campus Center
• Friday, Oct. 11, 12:00-1:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
• Tuesday, Nov. 5, 12:00-1:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
Successful Interviewing
Being able to talk to and sell your abilities to an employer is vital 
to getting hired. Learn about the interview process and how to answer 
questions to express who you are and why an employer should hire you!
• Friday, Sept. 20,12:00-1:00 - Seminar Room, Campus Center
• Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2:00-3:00 - North Meeting Room, Campus Center
• Tuesday, Oct. 15, 1:00-2:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
• Thursday, Oct. 31, 11:00-12:00 - North Meeting Room, Campus Center
• Thursday, Dec. 5, 12:00-1:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
Job & Internship Search Strategies
A good job or internship search requires a multifaceted approach. Simply 
posting your resume on Monster is not enough. This seminar focuses on the 
resources and methods for finding jobs and internships. Networking, informa­
tional interviewing and on-line resources will be discussed.
• Tuesday, Sept. 17, 12:00-1:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
• Monday, Oct. 14, 12:00-1:00 - Seminar Room, Campus Center
• Thursday, Nov. 14, 2:00-3:00 - North Meeting Room, Campus Center
• Friday, Dec. 6, 11:00-12:00 - North Meeting Room, Campus Center
Even in a difficult economy there are still many opportunities out there 
and we want you to be ready to take advantage of them. This seminar will 
provide you with an overview of the Campus Recruiting program at Ithaca 
College. We will touch on core services, special events, and eRecruiting 
our on-line recruiting system.
• Monday, Sept. 23,4:00-5:00 - Friends 110
• Tuesday, Oct. 1, 12:00-1:00 - Friends 110
• Thursday, Oct. 10, 12:00-1:00 - Friends 110
• Wednesday, Oct. 23, 5:00-6:00 - Friends 110
• Monday, Nov. 4, 6:00-7:00 - Friends 110 
•Tuesday, b{pv. 12, 12:00-1:00-Friends 110
• Wednesday, Nov. 20,4:00-5:00 - Friends 110
• Thursday, Dec. 5, 12:00-1:00 - T.B.A.
Creating a Resume
A resume is one of the essential tools necessary for gaining an interview. 
We will discuss the basic elements of a resume and how to best reflect your 
skills, abilities and experiences.
• Thursday, Sept. 12, 12:00-1:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
• Thursday, Sept. 26, 2:00-3:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
• Tuesday, Oct 8, 12:00-1:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
• Monday, Oct. 21, 11:00-12:00 - Conference,Room, Campus Center
• Friday, Nov. 1, 12:00-1:00 - North Meeting Room, Campus Center
• Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1:00-2:00 - North Meeting Room, Campus Center
• Tuesday, Dec. 3, 11:00-12:00 - Conference Room, Campus Center
Your Future Is Now!
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NASA scientist takes on deanship
BY BRIAN DASHEW
Contributing Writer
Newly appointed Dean 
Steven Siconolfi said he plans 
to combine his philosophies of 
education, research and fund­
raising to create a new face for 
the School of Health Sciences 
and Human Performance.
One of the reasons he was at­
tracted to the position was be­
cause it allows him to get back 
in front of the classroom, 
Siconolfi said. He hopes to de­
velop and teach a new course 
that combines fitness training 
and the studies of biomechan­
ics next semester.
During a nine-year career at 
NASA, Siconolfi conducted 
research that yielded two 
patents, one for a method of de­
termining body volume using 
air displacement and the other 
for a method of determining the 
amount of body fluid present in 
the body. Both were designed 
for use in space.
Siconolfi has held positions 
at other educational institu­
tions, including, most recently, 
that of interim deputy dean of 
health sciences and research 
for the Eugene Applebaum 
College of Pharmacy and 
Health Issues at Wayne State 
University in Michigan.
However, Siconolfi said he 
anticipates that his experience at 
Ithaca College will be quite dif­
ferent, as this institution focus­
es more on teaching and less on 
research than large universities.
“They have an equal em­
phasis on teaching and re­
search and a diminished em­
phasis on service,” he said. “I’m 
not bringing that with me.”
The college’s emphasis on 
teaching is part of what attract­
ed him to take the position at 
HS&HP, Siconolfi said. Al­
though it is different from other 
schools he has worked at, 
Siconolfi said he hopes to use his 
background in research and in de­
velopment to better the school.
“What I’m going to bring 
there is more of the ability that 
I had from the mentoring as­
pects,” he said. “I’ll say, 
‘Here’s a timeline; here’s 
where I want to be. What is it 
going to take to get me there? 
What are the resources needed 
to do that?”
Siconolfi said he has no 
fear of making decisions he 
feels will bring progress.
“If you don’t make an in­
formed decision to move for­
ward and take some risks on it, 
then we’re going to be stagnat­
ed or move backwards,” he said.
Mary Bentley, chairwoman of 
the Department of Health Pro­
motion and Human Movement, 
said Siconolfi’s willingness to 
take risks and make changes will 
help to improve the school and 
keep its programs moving 
ahead as Interim Dean John 
Bonaguro did last year.
“This dean will continue 
that path and propel the school 
to a whole new level,” she said.
Bentley said she sees the 
dean as being a “dynamic indi­
vidual” who will create an ener­
getic atmosphere for HS&HP.
Siconolfi said he believes his
SARAH SCHULTE/TME ITHACAN
STEVEN SICONOLFI, the new dean of the School of Health 
Sciences and Human Performance, relaxes in his office.
role is to bring topics to the table, physiology from Springfield
not to force his ideas and meth­
ods upon the established faculty.
He said he hopes this vision 
will lead to his school, his facul­
ty and his students being “recog­
nized as leaders in the field.”
Siconolfi holds bachelor’s 
and master’s degrees in exercise
College in Massachusetts, and 
a doctorate in exercise physi­
ology from Kent State Univer­
sity in Ohio.
He is filling the position va­
cated by Richard Miller, the 
school’s first dean, who. re­
signed in the spring of 2001.
Other staff changes
Several changes have occurred in ad­
ministrative posts this summer;
• Peter Bardaglio was hired as 
provost and vice president for acade­
mic affairs.
• Larry Shi- 
nagawa was 
hired as di-
See “BARDAGLIO, 
Page 6
rector of the Center for the Study of Cul­
ture, Race and Ethnicity. The college an­
nounced Shinagawa’s appointment in 
April. Shinagawa will be the first per­
manent director for the center.
• Todd Bowers was hired as exec­
utive director of development. Bowers 
succeeds former director Cassandra 
George.
• Carl Sgrecci, vice president and 
treasurer, will be temporarily taking on 
the duties of the vice president for busi­
ness and administrative affairs. 
Thomas Salm, the current vice presi­
dent, will retire Friday after working at 
the college for 26 years.
The college has not yet announced 
plans to conduct a search for the position.
• Rick Couture, former assistant di­
rector of facilities services at the college, 
has been promoted to director of the Of­
fice of Physical Plant. The college an­
nounced Couture’s appointment in June 
after a nationwide candidate search.
Couture succeeds Bruce Hatch, 
who left in January after serving more 
than 14 years as director of physical 
plant. Couture came to the college in 
1984 as the assistant director of resi­
dential life.
• Kristen Ford, director of intercol­
legiate athletics, has been promoted to
the
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When: Tonig^ht, 6pm-9pm
Where' Campus Center Qudd
Why? * FREE FOOD, Cash Bar, 
FREE ADMISSION, &, info about 
Senior Class Gift, Career Services 
&. how to get involved this year
Come help say to the Class of aooSf
*PIease bring proper identiHcation for admittance*
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tion of director 
of special
campaigns in the Office of Institution­
al Advancement.
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The Art of Cinematography
7:30pm — New 35mm print!!
This fabulous documentary includes clips from over 50 visual masterpieces andinterviews with some of the greatest 
cinematographers of all time, including 
-Nestor Almendros, James Wong Howe, 
Sven Nykvist, Gordon Willis, Haskell Wexler, 
Conrad Hall, and Ernest Dickerson,
O N I G H T|
GHT THEATR E
Peter Sellers in Stanley Kubrick'sj
Dr. Strangelove
or: How I Learned To Stop Worrying And Love Tlie Bomb
9:45
pm
POPULAR HOLLYWOOD & ARTHOUSE HITS THIS MONTH!
★ SPIDER-MAN ★ 40 DAYS AND 40 NIGHTS ★ CHANGING LANES ★ NOTORIOUS C.H.O. ★
★ UNDERCOVER RROTHER ★ ADOUT A ROY ★ Y TO MAMA TAMRIEN ★ THE SCORPION KING ★
P T B E SERI
Featuring a special screening of Scorsese’s spectacular documentary
IL Mio ViAGGio IN Italia (My Voyage IN Italy) - Sept 6 & 7 
Films highlighted in the documentary—by Roberto Rossellini, Vittorio 
De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico Fellini and more—will be screened 
throughout the fall semester.
FRIDAYS Featuring
35mm prints 
of all the 
Universal 
Studio films
indi
★ Songs for Cassavetes
★ Scratch
★ Sonic Cinema: Sparklehorse
★ I am Trying to Break Your Heart 
(in October)
Featuring restored prints of 
Jean-Pierre Melville's Bob le Flambeur 
and Jacques Demy's Bay of Angels
Featuring
Underground Zero, Pt. 2 (a compilation of experimental shorts) - Sept 3 
From the Ashes; 10 Artists with documentary filmmaker Deborah Shaffer - 
Rubble Without a Pause - a live multi-media performance by Pat Oleszko
Yr Beijing Bicycle 
★ All About Lily 
Chou-Chou 
TY Baran 
■k Lagaan:
Once Upon 
a Time in India
Sept 19 
Sept 19
BlTT3l:7^
fTHEATRES IN -I TOWN!
CORNELL CINEMA boasts the two best 
screening spaces in the region! Both Uris 
Auditorium and Willard Straight Theatre are 
equipped with Dolby Surround Sound, and 
have great projection and sight lines!
THE FUCKSHEEIL
A fabulously designed monthly calendar of 
film screenings & events available in Park Hall, 
the student union, the theatres and many 
locations around downtown & Collegetown.
____________HaoiiiH
BEST TICKET PRICES IN TOWN!
$6 general / $5 students & seniors / 
Matinees: $4 all
SAVE MONEY! BUY A DISCOUNT CARD!
$40 for students-10 admissions-valid for 1 year 
$23 Starter Pass for undergrads - 5 admissions 
& 1 video rental - valid for 6 mos.
A PARKING MAP
PG =parking garage 
p =parkjng lot,
^ openafterSpm 
•behind wsh 
•behind anabeltaylor 
•along south ave.
•near delta upsilon via south ave. 
•near edgemoor lane via south ave. 
•north of barton
CITED by the Village Voice, Entertainment Weekly and Cornell Daily Sun as one of 
the TOP college film exhibition programs IN THE CUUN i hy.
VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
Volunteer for Cornell Cinema 4-5 hours per week 
and receive a complimentary pass for two to 
screenings. Call 255-3522 for details.
Visit us
VIDEO LIBRARY
A fabulous collection of hard-to-find 
independent and classic titles. 
Hours: MWF Noon-4pm at 104 WSH. 
Just$3for2days!
free after 5pm
walk to wsh < lOminsI
How will you take
STICK YOUR NEC7K Otrr|
Conununity Service Program 
319 JSgbert Hall 
S74-'138o://www ithaca .eda/cca/s«rvl«e jmu
101 Ithaca College First-year students PLUNGED into 
the Ithaca Community by volunteering with the 
Community Plunge program. We salute their efforts and 
thank them for all their hard work! They've already 
gotten a head start on being involved on campus.
Want to know how YOU con 
volunteer In the community?
Sign up for the weekly e-newsletter by e-mailing us 
at volunteer@ic3.ithaca.edu.
Visit us on the third floor of the Campus Center for 
the most current list of volunteer opportunities.
mlinking about Study AbiOiifj?
There are hundreds of programs worldwide, and the Office of 
Internotonal Programs can help you pick a program that meets 
your academic needs and personal interests. A summer, semester, 
or year spent studying abroad is an excellent way to broaden your 
experience and to give you the intercultural skills that are sought 
after by graduate schools and the job market. With careful 
planning, students from any major can spend at least one 
semester abroad. Call 274-3306 for an appointment to learn 
more about international study, work, and volunteer options 
available to you. The Office of International Programs would be 
happy to help you get started on your global journey.
Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Faculty Center 
(607) 274-3306 
intlprog@ithaca.edu 
http://www.ithaca.edu/oip
mm
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Summer housekeeping
Construction and renovations give buildings new look
BY NICOLE GERRING
Staff Writer
As the dust settled at Muller Faculty Cen­
ter after summer-long renovations last week, 
faculty members* moved computers and box­
es of books into their new gray-carpeted offices.
Over the summer, both Muller and the Col­
lege Circle Apartments received face-lifts 
while construction continued on a new Cen­
ter for Public Safety and General Services, 
scheduled to open at the end of September.
Howard Erlich, dean of the School of Hu­
manities and Sciences, said faculty had to 
move out of Muller for the summer and start-
DREW LUTZ INSTALLS a light outside 
one of the Coiiege Circle Apartments. 
The finishing touches to apartment ren­
ovations were made last week.
ed moving back in late last week.
Physical Plant Director Richard Couture 
said extensive improvements to Muller were 
made, as new furniture was added, new car­
peting laid and walls painted.
Renovations for Muller, which were ap­
proved in the campus master plan and paid for 
with part of this year’s budget surplus, cost be­
tween $1.25 and $1.5 million.
“Muller was totally gutted and renovat­
ed,” Couture said.
Erlich said he expects the finishing 
touches to the projects, such as window cov­
erings, to be completed by the weekend.
Muller offices that operated throughout the 
summer, including the Dean’s Office and the 
Office of International Programs, were 
moved to temporary space in Hilliard Hall. 
Faculty offices were moved temporarily to oth­
er residence halls and academic buildings.
Jane Kaplan, professor of modern lan­
guages and literatures, said she was irritated 
by a lack of communication with members 
of the faculty before renovations were done. 
Although the improvements to Muller have 
made the building safer and cleaner, she said, 
there are a few areas — such as placement 
of electrical outlets, office furniture and the 
timing of the move — that could have been 
better suited to the faculty’s needs.
“They did not once consult any professors 
about their needs or desires for office 
space,” Kaplan said. “That could have 
saved them an immense amount of trouble.”
Erlich said most faculty members were 
pleased with their new office space. Although 
the time frame in which faculty had to move 
in and out of their offices may have not been 
ideal, Erlich said, it was inevitable since school 
is out for only three months.
‘The time frame [in which construction oc­
curred] was between the day after graduation 
and Aug. 16,” he said. ‘That period of time was 
very tight, and I wish we had had more time 
to consult the faculty about the renovation.”
CONSTRUCTION WORKER WAYNE EAY prepares the L-lot extension for paving.
The College Circle Apartments were ren- ments and campus is still under construction, 
ovated to prepare them to become part of cam- The Town of Ithaca Planning Board approved 
pus. Couture said. The staff worked with In- construction of the road in late July, 
tegrated Acquisition and Development, the out- In order to expand the Office of Campus 
side firm overseeing the renovations, to im- Safety and General Administrative Services,
prove the apartments over the summer. construction for a new building began this
Couture said the rooms were recarpeted, summer. Couture said the center is expected 
the walls repainted, air conditioning installed, to be completed by the end of September, 
and new siding put on the exteriors. Jeffrey Brainard, director of general ser-
Elisa Kalinowski, a sophomore resident in vices, said both offices had a great need tor 
the College Circle Apartments, said she and more space. The new building will house 
her friends are enjoying their new living space, campus safety on the second floor and pn- 
“I think [the College Circles] are really eral services on the first level. The three 
nice,” she said. “There’s fresh paint on the walls general services departments that will
and new furniture without any writing on it.” move are mail operations, warehouse
A road between the College Circle Apart- storage and the print shop.
You are Invited to
It's a BBQ with a. twist/
September 2nd 
WaeRii Cnmpns Center (knnd 
WHetis di20pm - J^OOpm
winm ii BI4
an.A your
This event is the dinner option for those on a meal plan 
ALL Dining Halls will be closed after 3;30pm
Enter the
CUISHUE
if you dare!!!
(Check for Details at the Campus Center Dining Hall)
Participation in this BBQ 
is equivalent to eating at a dining hall.
So please bring your IDs, so they can be swiped. 
For those who are not on a meal plan.
Cash, and ID Express are accepted.
This event brought to you by
Irhaca Coll»a« Dining S»rvie««
UMIQUILV ITHACA
Announcing the 
Fall 2002 Wait Lists!
Wait List Applications 
(for Emerson, Garden 
Apartments, Terrace Suites, and 
Singles rooms) 'will be available 
at the Residential Life Office; 
Tuesday, September 3, at 9 a.m.
Return completed applications to the Residential Life Office by 
Friday, September 6, at 5 p.m. Gn-time applications are 
prioritized in order according to class standing and date and 
time received. (Class standing is determined by the number of 
completed credits you have at time of application.)
Late applications are prioritized according to date and time
received. ?
i
Don’t forget... Vacancy Forms due soon!
Returning Student Vacancy Forms are also due by 5p.m., 
Friday, September 6. Failure to turn in a vacancy form will 
result in the reassignment of a student in temporary housing 
to your room should you have a vacant space.
For more information, e-mail us at Housing@Ithaca.edu 
or call 607-274-3141.
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Now’s Your Chance
#
to make your mark at Ithaca by getting involved 
with Ithaca College’s yearbook,
Attend an open meeting for prospective staff members.
Wednesday, Sept. 4,7 p.m. 
Room 279, Park Hall
Who should attend?
Anyone interested in photography, writing.
design or editing.
Or call the yearbook office at 274-1102 and speak to
Editor in Chief Melissa Erxieben.
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Student leaders: a series
SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Lisa Palmero takes a moment in between meetings 
to relax on a couch in the Student Activities Center.
Leading the way
Palmero takes charge as student body president
BY EMILY PAULSEN fice of Multicultural Affairs and will also be
Assistant News Editor___________________a teaching assistant for the Terrace 2 Hous­
ing Offering a Multicultural Experience, co- 
When she came to the college, Lisa ordinating activities for international and 
Palmero saw herself as the average first-year American students.
student — full of energy, enthusiasm and Stephanie Adams, academic program 
lofty expectations, though unsure what her counselor for the Higher Education Oppor- 
college experience would bring. tunity Program and adviser for the peer men-
Those uncertainties quickly faded. Now, tor program, said Palmero showed many 
equally enthusiastic as a senior, Palmero says strengths as a leader, especially listening, 
she maintains her hopes and expectations for “Lisa is a very good listener,” Adams said, 
the college and plans to materialize her visions “She’s also very energetic, very personable and 
as the 2002-2003 student body president. very genuine. Because she’s a good listener, 
“I’m really big with dreaming big,” she she could pull things from people and knew 
said. “I have very high expectations, but high how to find what was best for the group.” 
realistic expectations, I think.” Although she will reside on campus to
Palmero said the goals she has set for her- help with HOME and to be more involved 
self as leader of the Student Government As- in student life, Palmero said she resigned 
sociation are an extension of the standards from her job as a resident assistant in order 
she has always held. to dedicate more time to SGA.
Prior to coming to Ithaca College, Zachary Potter, who was an RA on the 
Palmero, who is of Filipino descent, spent same staff as Palmero last year, said her abil- 
most of her life with her parents and three ity to treat everyone fairly and find compro- 
sisters in Saudi Arabia. Although she attended mises will help Palmero as president, 
three years of high school in the United “She’s really positive and supportive of 
States, she still calls Saudi Arabia home. everyone,” he said. “She was really a strong 
Palmero first applied to the college as a leader on her floor and ruled even-handedly.” 
vocal performance major, but chose a major Palmero has already begun work for 
in psychology after her audition tape was lost. SGA. Getting Student Congress represen- 
In time, Palmero found she had stronger tatives and implementing outreach pro­
interests elsewhere, though she continued to grams to involve more students in campus 
explore her love of singing through mem- issues are her top priorities, she said, 
bership in Premium Blend, the college’s fe- In hopes of involving more people in cam-
male a cappella group. pus concerns, Palmero said she plans to make
Now a sociology major with an advertis- herself accessible to students and welcomes 
ing and public relations minor, Palmero said calls, e-mails or visits, 
she hopes to either teach or work in student She said she also encourages anyone, not 
affairs at a boarding school. Before diving into just members of Congress, to attend SGA 
a career though, she plans to attend law school, meetings and voice their concerns. Repre- 
“Where do I want to go?” she asked, senting the entire student population, she said, 
“Well, my dream school? Harvard. I reach not just an isolated group, is a goal she has 
for the moon. If you don’t land there, you’ll for herself and for SGA. 
fall amongst the stars.” “Although I’m a female, and I’m a mi-
Palmero said her experiences at the col- nority, I don’t represent only that commu- 
lege fulfilled even her highest expectations, nity,” she said. “I am the face for the whole 
She said she wants incoming students to be student body.” 
equally satisfied with their years here.
To help students adapt to college life. The Ithacan will be profiling a student leader 
Palmero works as a peer mentor for the Of- each week through Sept. 19.
Bunkers ready to fight fire
Ithaca College student among volunteer firefighters to graduate 
after completing intense three-week summer training program
BY EMILY PAULSEN
Assistant News Editor
The Ithaca Fire Department ac­
quired seven new members, in­
cluding one Ithaca College student, 
as six bunkers and one communi­
ty volunteer concluded a three-week 
training program with a graduation 
ceremony Friday.
Bunkers — volunteer fire­
fighters who reside in the fire sta­
tions in exchange for service to the 
department — must complete a 
physical performance assess­
ment in addition to rigorous 
training and preparation prior to 
achieving certification.
Sophomore Brendan Manning, 
who has volunteered at a station 
near his home in New Hampshire 
since he was 14, was among the 
graduates this year.
Manning, whose father is also 
a firefighter, said he helped create 
a junior fire department while he 
was in high school and sought out 
an opportunity to continue volun­
teering in college. He said being 
a bunker is also preparing him for 
the future.
“This is helping me decide 
whether or not I want to do it as a 
career,” he said.
Assistant Fire Chief Guy Van 
Benschoten, a former bunker and
Ithaca College alumnus, said Itha­
ca Fire Department bunkers have 
existed since around the turn of the 
century and are traditionally not 
first-year college students, al­
though anyone who completes the 
training can volunteer.
“The majority of folks are 
young, able college students,” he 
said. “But we do have some other 
volunteers live in the stations.”
Most bunkers find out about the 
program by word of mouth or 
through recruitment days that the 
Ithaca Fire Department holds at the 
colleges. Van Benschoten said.
But some, like Manning, 
come to college with interest or 
experience in fire fighting and 
look for a program in which they 
can participate, he said.
The bunker program follows 
the academic calendar, so 
bunkers have the same time off as 
other students, unless they opt to 
stay in the stations and on duty 
during summers or other breaks.
Bunkers need to complete the 
three-week training program 
only once, although additional 
skill-refresher exercises are re­
quired periodically. They must 
also maintain interior attack fire­
fighter status, which includes 
certification for self-contained 
breathing apparatus.
In their initial physical perfor­
mance assessment, bunkers are re­
quired to complete a variety of duty- 
related tasks such as dragging a 
180-pound mannequin 100 feet, as­
cending flights of stairs carrying 
equipment and simulating a 
forcible entry by moving a railroad 
tie with a sledge hammer.
When bunkers complete the 
training and enter into a written 
contract with the Ithaca Fire De­
partment, they commit them­
selves to two years of service. 
Serving approximately 100 
hours per month, they are required 
to be on duty in their station res­
idences for two 14-hour night 
shifts every eight days.
Van Benschoten said the living 
arrangements in the bunker sta­
tions are similar to those in a tra­
ditional two-person residence 
hall room, with separate facilities 
for men and women. Each room 
is equipped with a monitor and 
lights that alert bunkers when ’a 
problem arises.
Unlike most bunkers. Man­
ning will continue to live on 
campus this year. He said he will 
reside in the station only when he 
is on duty.
“I love IC and I still want to be 
on campus,” he said. “I’m just not 
ready to move off yet.”
PACKIN' UP, MOVIN' OUT
SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN
THOMAS SALM, vice president for business and administra­
tive affairs, packs up his office Tuesday afternoon. Salm will be 
retiring Friday after working at the coilege for 26 years.
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Cam pus Safety Log
Incidents
July 2
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Williams Hall
Summary: Caller reported returning to office 
after a two-week absence to find office door 
ajar and a screw missing from the door 
faceplate. Case under investigation.
Patrol Officer Bill Kerry.
• Unlawful possession — marijuana 
Location: East Tower
Summary: Report of marijuana odor in 
hallway. One student judicially referred 
for possession of marijuana.
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Landon Hall
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector in stairwell. The cause for 
the activation is unknown. IFD responded 
and authorized reset.
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew.
July 3
• Found property 
Location: O-lot
Summary: Caller reported finding one key 
during the community carnival. Iterh 
stored in dispatch.
• V&T violation — DWI 
Location: Gym and Tower roads 
Summary: During a vehicle stop, officer 
reported that the driver was intoxicated. 
Driver arrested and issued uniform traffic 
tickets for DWI, avoiding intersection or 
traffic control device, driving on sidewalks 
and driving on shoulders and slopes. 
Tickets were issued for Town of Ithaca 
Court July 24. Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo.
• Medical assist
Location: South of Muller Chapel 
Summary: Caller reported a Signature 
Band Camp member had sustained a wrist 
injury. Ambulance notified, but subject 
signed off with ambulance and was to be 
taken to CMC by camp director.
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew.
• Medical assist 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Caller reported a person locat­
ed on the east side of the fountain with a 
possible broken ankle. Subject signed off 
with ambulance and was transported to 
CMC by personal vehicle.
Fire Protection Specialist Enoch Perkins.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Eastman Hall
Summary: Office of Campus Safety alerted 
to a fire alarm. Officer found the cause to be 
from burned food on the second floor east 
side. IFD ordered a system reset.
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
July 4
•Trespass
Location: College Circle Apartments 
Summary: While performing property 
check, officer observed smoke in the area 
■from a large amount of fireworks. Four per­
sons were arrested for trespass and one for 
additional charges of obstruction and resist­
ing arrest. Ambulance requested to respond 
for pepper spray decontamination. All four 
subjects were immediately arraigned.
Patrol Officer Terry O’Pray.
July 6
• Harassment 
Location: Bogart Hall
Summary: Caller reported that a camp partic­
ipant had been receiving harassing mes­
sages and experiencing other annoying 
situations. Caller did not want any action from 
campus safety at that time and was going to 
attempt to handle it. Caller later reported that 
the situation had been corrected.
Sgt. Ronald Hart.
• Found property 
Location: Muller Chapel
Summary: Caller reported finding a jacket 
in the chapel. Item turned over to campus 
safety.
July 7
• V&T violation 
Location: Route 96B
Summary: Officer stopped a vehicle and 
issued the driver tickets for no seatbelt and 
aggravated unlicensed operation of a motor 
vehicle in the second degree. A life safety 
officer discovered the driver was wanted by 
the Ontario County Sheriff’s Department on 
a felony arrest warrant. The driver was held 
until the OCSD picked the subject up.
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
• Found property 
Location: O-lot
Summary: Subject turned in a wallet to 
campus safety. Wallet was found near Roy 
H. Park School of Communications building.
July 8
• Found property 
Location: Campus Center
Summary: Caller reported finding a brief­
case during freshman orientation check­
in. Item stored in dispatch.
• Found property 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Caller reported finding a vehi­
cle key in classroom G-16. Item turned 
over to campus safety.
July 10 
•MVA
Location: E-lot
Summary: Caller reported a MVA with 
property damage involving two vehicles.
At the time of the accident owners did not 
want a MVA report, but later one owner 
requested that a report be written.
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas.
• Unlawful post — advertisement 
Location: Campus Center
Summary: Caller reported fliers had been 
posted illegally in Campus Center. Case 
under investigation. Sgt. John Federation.
• Larceny
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a high school 
camp participant had money stolen from 
residence hall room. Case under investi­
gation. Patrol Officer Bill Kerry.
July 12
• Assist other agency — TCSD 
Location: Coddington Road 
Summary: Officers assisted TCSD with 
dispatching an injured deer. Patrol Officers 
Nathan Humble and Fred Thomas.
July 13
• Fire alarm 
Location: East Tower
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Officer found an activated smoke 
detector on fourth floor, north side. 
Activation was caused by dust in the 
smoke detector. IFD ordered the system 
reset. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
July 15
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 10
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Activation was caused by a piece of 
paper that had become stuck in the shred­
der and caught on fire. Fire was out upon 
officer’s arrival. System reset. Officer alscY 
reported one referral. See second case. 
Sgt. John Federation.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Bogart Hall
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Activated smoke detector found in 
stairwell. No smoke or fire. Possibly 
caused by paint fumes from recently paint­
ed surfaces in stairwell. System reset. 
Patrol Officer Nathan Humble.
July 16
• Warrants
Location: New campus safety building 
construction site
Summary: Caller reported an arrest war­
rant from Chemung County Sheriff’s
Department for a construction worker. 
Campus Safety officer located subject and 
detained him. CCSD responded and took 
the subject into custody.
Investigator Thomas Dunn.
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 10
Summary: During fire alarm officer found 
subject burning incense. One student 
judicially referred for creating fire hazard. 
Sgt. John Federation.
• Medical assist 
Location: Bogart Hall
Summary: Caller reported camp partici­
pant having chest pains. Ambulance 
transported subject to CMC.
Patrol Officer Terry O’Pray.
• Larceny
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per­
sons stole skillet from custodial office.
Item last seen July 10.
Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo.
July 17
Conduct code violation 
Location: East Tower
Summary: Caller reported intoxicated sub­
ject. Officers turned subject over to par­
ent. One student judicially referred for 
violation of alcohol policy.
Patrol Officer Nathan Humble.
• Fire
Location: Terrace Dining Hall 
Summary: Caller reported smoldering 
flowerbed between walkway of music 
building and Terrace Dining Hall. 
Environmental health and safety officer 
put fire out. Fire Protection Specialist 
Enoch Perkins.
• Criminal possession — stolen property 
Location: Campus safety
Summary: Caller reported subject possibly 
in possession of found property that did 
not belong to caller. Two students judicial­
ly referred. Investigator Thomas Dunn.
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Physical plant building 
Summary: Caller received a harassing let­
ter from a former employee. Under investi­
gation. Investigator Laura Durling.
• Medical assist 
Location: Bogart Hall
Summary: Caller reported camp partici­
pant had passed out. Ambulance trans­
ported subject to CMC. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Doug Gordner.
July 19
• Harassment 
Location: Hill Center
Summary: Walk-in reported a complaint 
concerning a camp counselor and a camp 
participant. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Rich Curtiss.
• Fire alarm
Location: James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Officers checked area, no smoke or 
fire located. Officers found no cause for 
the activation. System was reset.
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas.
• Medical assist
Location: James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Caller reported subject had 
sustained a fractured ankle the previous 
day. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas.
• Fire alarm
Location: James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. IFD notified. Officers checked area, 
no smoke or fire located. System was 
reset. Faulty detector examined. 
Environmental Health and Safety Officer 
Doug Gordner.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Job Hall
July 2-25
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Caller reported activation had been 
caused by burned food. Officers confirmed 
burned food had been the cause. The sys­
tem was reset.
Fire Protection Specialist Enoch Perkins.
July 20
• Medical assist 
Location: Route 96B
Summary: While on a traffic stop, officer 
was approached by second vehicle. Driver 
reported that the passenger was having 
seizures. Ambulance notified and trans­
ported person to CMC emergency room. 
Patrol Officer Rich Curtiss.
July 21
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 10
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Officers found activated smoke 
detector between first and second floor.
IFD ordered reset. Zone placed in trouble. 
Electrician called in to replace smoke 
detector. Sgt. Ronald Hart.
July 22 
•MVA
Location: Upper R-lot 
Summary: Caller reported vehicle had 
backed into parked car. Officers reported 
finding minor damage to parked vehicle. 
Patrol Officer Bill Kerry.
July 23 
•MVA
Location: E-lot
Summary: Caller reported an MVA with 
property damage. Upon officer’s arrival,
MVA was confirmed. Property damage only. 
Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo.
• Unlawful posting 
Location; Campus Center
Summary : Caller reported an illegal solici­
tor on campus. Officers checked the area 
but were unable to locate the person.
Case under investigation.
Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo.
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location; Williams Hall
Summary: Caller reported unknown sub­
ject trying to buy books from an academic 
building. Officers checked the area but 
were unable to locate the subject. Case 
under investigation. Sgt. Keith Lee.
• Life safety hazards 
Location: J-lot
Summary: Officers found coolant leaking 
from a vehicle. Vehicle was towed off 
campus and coolant cleaned up. 
Environmental Health and Safety Officer 
Doug Gordner.
July 24
• Suspicious package 
Location: Job Hall
Summary: Caller reported a suspicious 
letter sent to the president’s office. Letter 
picked up by campus safety. Letter was 
opened and investigated but nothing sus­
picious was found.
Investigator Thomas Dunn.
• Found property 
Location; Emerson Hall
Summary: Caller found keys. Items picked 
up and brought to campus safety.
• Found property 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported that he found 
keys on the ground..Items picked up and 
brought to campus safety.
July 25
• Fire alarm 
Location: Lyon Hall
Summary: Campus Safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Officers found an activated smoke 
detector. Device had been knocked out of 
place, causing the alarm. IFD contacted 
and system reset.
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas.
See MORE, Page 13
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More Campus Safety Log
Incidents
• Animal complaint 
Location: Gym Road
Summary: Officer reported raccoon with 
possible rabies or distemper. Animal was- 
destroyed and brought to campus safety. 
Patrol Officer Bill Kerry.
July 26
• Computer crimes
Location: Unknown specific location 
Summary: Caller reported a violation of copy­
right law involving a computer on the college 
system. Judicial referral pending, case under 
investigation. Investigator Thomas Dunn.
July 27
• Fire alarm 
Location: Lyon Hall
Summary: Campus safety alerted to an 
alarm of fire. No smoke. No fire. Officers 
unable to locate the cause of the activation. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock.
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Center for Natural Sciences 
Summary: Officer found a cart with two unja- 
beled containers covered with aluminum foil 
and tape. Emergency contact advised that 
they were not hazardous materials.
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock.
July 28 
•MVA
Location: Route 96B
Summary: Caller requested campus safety 
assist TCSD with a report of a car-deer 
MVA. Vehicle received extensive damage 
but was drivable. Officers were unable to 
locate deer. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Hood Hall
Summary: Campus safety alerted to a fire 
alarm. Officers found activated smoke 
detector. Officer found no cause for the acti­
vation. Zone would not reset, and was taken 
offline and the rest of the system was reset. 
Sgt. John Federation.
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Palisades Parkway 
Summary: Walk-in reported a stone had 
cracked the windshield of a college rental car. 
Sgt. John Federation.
July 30
•Trespass
Location: Garden Apartment 29 
Summary: Caller reported subject sleep­
ing in an unoccupied room. Officers found 
the subject and determined that subject 
had no affiliation with the college. Subject
was banned from campus.
Patrol Officer Nathan' Humble.
•MVA
Location: Campus safety 
Summary: Walk-in reported backing into 
college vehicle. MVA with propert damage. 
Patrol Officer Nathan Humble.
Aug. 1
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Alumni Hall
Summary: Caller reported receiving two 
harassing phone messages that were later 
determined to have been placed by a juve­
nile. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Eastman Hall
Summary: Fire alarm due to an activated 
smoke detector. Activation caused by a bar­
becue grill on the balcony. IFD notified. 
System reset.
Aug. 2
• Fire alarm 
Location: C-lot
Summary: Caller reported seeing smoking 
mulch by the trees on the north end of park­
ing lot. Mulch extinguished. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Doug Gordner.
Aug. 3
• Medical assist 
Location: Campus safety
Summary: Subject tripped on curb while 
attempting to enter campus safety office 
and sustained an injury. Subject transport­
ed to CMC. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
Aug. 4
• Suspicious person 
Location: Bogart Hall
Summary: Caller reported an individual 
sleeping in the lounge. Caller asked subject 
to leave the building and subject complied. 
Caller requested campus safety to check 
the doors to make sure they were secure. 
Patrol Officer Bill Kerry.
Aug. 7
• Medical assist 
Location: Campus safety 
Summary: Officer reported that a staff 
member had passed out in the bathroom, 
striking head. Staff member refused med­
ical treatment from of campus safety and 
went to the hospital by personal vehicle. 
Fire Protection Specialist Enoch Perkins.
Aug. 8
• Fire alarm
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector. Area checked, but unable 
to locate source. No fire. No smoke. Cause 
may have been contractors working near 
smoke detector. IFD notified and ordered 
reset. Fire and Building Safety Coordinator 
Ronald Clark.
Aug. 9
• Fire alarm 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector in the northeast corner 
study lounge. No fire. No smoke.
Activation caused by custodian working in 
room. IFD notified and ordered reset.
Fire and Building Safety Coordinator 
Ronald Clark.
Aug. 13
• Found property 
Location: Campus safety
Summary: Person reported that a wallet 
had been found in Friends Hall. Wallet was 
turned over to owner.
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
Aug. 14 
•MVA
Location: Tallcott Hall
Summary: Caller reported a MVA with prop­
erty damage. Upon officer’s arrival, MVA 
was confirmed to have been property dam­
age only. Patrol Officer Bill Kerry.
Aug. 15
• Larceny
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Complainant reported four 
chairs missing from the conference room. 
Approximate total value of chairs was 
$400. Theft occurred in July 2002.
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Caller reported accidental 
property damage to Ithaca College van. 
Damage occurred Aug.13.
Aug. 16
• Fire alarm
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Fire alarm in Center for Health 
Sciences due to burned popcorn. Upon 
officer’s arrival, smoke was cleared and 
panel was reset. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
• Stolen property — criminal possession 
Location: College Circles, building six 
Summary: Caller reported possible col­
lege property found in student’s apart­
ment. Property consisted of college dinner 
plates and silverware. Two students were 
judicially referred for unauthorized pos­
session of college property.
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Substation Road 
Summary: Caller reported accidental 
property damage to a college mail ser­
vices vehicle.
Aug. 18
• Fire alarm 
Location: Smiddy Hall
Summary: Fire alarm activation due to con­
densation on detector. System reset.
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 7
Summary: Fire alarm caused by an acti­
vated smoke detector in the second floor, 
north side lounge. Upon officer’s arrival 
area was checked and no cause was 
found. IFD was notified and ordered sys­
tem reset. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble.
Aug. 19 
•MVA
Location: East Road
Summary: Caller reported that a two-car 
MVA had occurred at about 8 a.m. No 
injuries reported.
• Fire alarm 
Location: Smiddy Hall
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector head. No smoke or fire. 
IFD responded and ordered reset.
• Larceny
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Officer observed an individual 
going through the recycling bins and remov­
ing cans. Individual issued a criminal tres­
pass waiver and a warning.
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
Key
ABC — Alcohol beverage control law 
CMC — Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI — Driving while intoxicated 
IFD — Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD — Ithaca Police Department 
MVA — Motor vehicle accident 
RA — Resident assistant 
TCSD — Tompkins County Sheriff’s 
Department
V&T — Vehicle and traffic violation
Want 11,000 of these to see your art every week?
The Ithacan needs 
a comic strip artist 
to illuminate its pages.
For more information, come to 
The Ithacan's Recruitment Night 
Thursday, August 29 at 8 p.m.
Roy H. Park Hall Auditorium.
Or stop by Park 269 or e-mail us at ithacan@ithaca.edu.
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Quote of the Week
“For all [activities] in which you are a follower, be 
sure there is one where you are a leader. We need 
both.” —Peggy R. Williams, Page 1
Editorials
A liberal arts focus
Students need more thxin skills to succeed
I
thaca College is a comprehensive institution, which 
means many of the degree programs combine pro­
fessional training with liberal arts classes. It gives 
students the skills and the knowledge necessary to 
succeed in life. Theoretically.
In practice, students in the four professional schools 
may be tempted to only acquire skills and to view 
their liberal-arts electives as irrelevant. For them, the 
college is an ideal place; They gain the skills need­
ed to do the job, graduate in four years and get to work.
The opportunity to spend several years as a student 
of many subjects certainly exists at the college. Yet some 
students miss pursuing a core of liberal arts classes be­
cause no one helps them understand its importance.
Part of the problem is that the School of Human­
ities and Sciences is the only one of the five schools 
to require an extensive general-education program.
While students in the schools of health sciences 
and human performance, business, communications 
and music must take varying numbers of liberal arts 
credits, there are differing levels of specification for 
how those credits should be taken.
Some degree programs in the professional 
schools are off to a good start. Health policy stud­
ies, an interdisciplinary program, has students dividing 
their class time between HS&HP and H&S depart­
ments. But something is strange when music majors 
are instructed to complete science, math and English 
courses while journalism majors are not.
The business and communications schools offer 
the fewest guidelines, generally requiring only lib­
eral arts classes directly related to the major and leav­
ing the rest up to the student to decide.
Instead, the professional schools need educators 
to lead students through a structured, systematic course 
of study focusing on the liberal-arts tradition.
In medieval times, that included arithmetic, geom­
etry, astronomy, music, grammar, rhetoric and logic.
Today, it means every student should at least learn 
about western civilization. They should also take mul­
ticultural courses, languages and sciences. They should 
be familiar with prominent authors and philosophers.
Deans and department heads need to map out more 
detailed plans for how students can use their elective 
credits effectively. Advisers could use the guides with 
students, or the material could be posted online.
Some students would not welcome more limits on 
their academic choices. In fact, some students have 
said they chose the college just because they won’t 
have to take a math class. Even some majors in hu­
manities and sciences have complained of the gen­
eral-education program. Why do they need it?
The undergraduate catalog explains why: “[H&S] 
believes that students can best become productive con­
tributors to their communities by developing the sen­
sitivities, knowledge and values needed to sustain the 
complex, diverse democracy that is American society.”
Just because the material might not appear in a job 
description someday doesn’t mean it is unimportant 
to functioning as a well-informed citizen.
So the college’s alumni may end up in high-pow­
ered Manhattan jobs or on Hollywood film sets. But 
if students graduate without pursuing the liberal-arts 
tradition, they have cheated themselves, and Ithaca 
College has failed in its primary purpose.
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Letters
Let your
voice
be heard!
Sound off on the Opinion page!
The Ithacan reaches more than 
5,500 readers a week.
If you’ve got something to say 
to the campus, 
here’s your chance.
Drop your letters off at 269 Roy H. Park Hall or e-mail them to ithacan@ithaca.edu.
The Ithacanjs looking 
for an opinion columnist.
Write to ithacan@ithaca.edu 
for more information.
Send a letter
The Ithacan welcomes corre­
spondence from all readers. 
Please include your name, 
phone number, year of gradua­
tion and/or your organizational 
or college title/position.
Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted 
by Monday at 5 p.ni. for publi­
cation. The Ithacan reserves the 
right to edit letters for length, 
clarity and taste.
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\ Internships are crucial
to professional careers
Business students benefit from them. The 
communications school thrives on them. The 
physical therapy curriculum even requires an 
affiliation that is comparable to one.
Today, internships are almost a necessity. 
The need to supplement classroom
knowledge with outside, real-world
experience has become an essential element 
to becoming not only a successful student, but 
a successful professional
■
 as well.
L Asa summer intern
I at PBS in Washington,
* D.C., I got my first
glimpse into the world 
of being an intern. And 
I’ll admit that at times, 
the work isn’t all that 
glamorous. Acting as 
the resident copy girl 
can make you feel 
pretty insignificant.
But there are times
MICHELLE
THEIS
Opinion Editor
you know you are indispensable.
In my case, it happened when an important 
member of the Department of Education 
called the office in the middle of my 2 p.m. 
going-away party and needed hundreds of 
budget pages coded. By 4 p.m. A colleague 
turned to me to ask how to do it.
For senior Ben Simmoneau, it happened 
when Chris Matthews of “Hardball” asked 
him to stay all summer after a semester 
internship to act as his personal research 
assistant for a new book. He later told 
Simmoneau to call him in May when he is 
looking for a job.
For sophomore Ellie Maul, it occurred at 
her internship at a physical therapy clinic. Her 
regular duties included fetching supplies. 
Later, she sat in on patient evaluations, 
something she said was unconventional.
These types of experiences are invaluable. 
Even if they seem tedious, boring or 
irrelevant to your major, they are applicable to 
your well-roundedness as a person — 
something that cannot be replaced by any
_ . _ COURTESY OF JOHN TROHA/BUCKSTAR
Senior Ben Simmoneau works as a research assistant for Chris Matthews of 
Hardball. His initial internship was through the Washington, D.C., semester program.
classroom — and they lead to important 
contacts. In a world of competitive 
professionals, contacts may sometimes take 
you farther than sheer skill alone.
Internships also make you more attractive 
to employers. In today’s most competitive 
fields, employers no longer simply seek 
graduates with degrees; they seek graduates 
with quality, hands-on experience as well.
There are several resources to help you 
find the kind of internship you want. The 
most obvious one is your adviser. He or she 
can lead you to the type of internship that 
would be most beneficial for you, both as a 
person and a professional. When your 
adviser tells you to shoot high, don’t back 
away. Apply in New York City. Apply for 
that single open position. Apply for the 
internship that every college student in the 
nation wants. You may be surprised how far
you can go with a positive attitude.
Surf the Web. Search for businesses in 
your area. Sports management major? Try 
the local minor league team. Journalism 
major? Try the hometown newspaper. 
Almost every business welcomes the (often 
free) assistance of good interns.
Next summer may seem far away, but if 
you plan on obtaining a quality internship, 
you need to start now. Most deadlines for 
large companies are in November. Apply at 
several places — keep your options open. 
The worst-case scenario is you might have 
to choose between internships. No matter 
what those may entail, you can be 
guaranteed an expanded education that will 
only benefit you in the future.
E-mail your comments to Opinon Editor 
Michelle Theis at mtheisl@ithaca.edu.
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Michelle Theis at 274-3208.
Ithacan
n n I IJ ro r • What do you think 
1 ILjUIlei . aboutthenew
phone plan?
It doesn’t seem too bad 
... having to use the PIN is a 
pain because I’ve forgotten 
it already.
—DEREK VINTSCHGER ’03
I plan on paying extra 
to show my support for the 
phone system because I 
like it so much.
—JON FOSTER ’04
44 I understand that long 
distance became cheaper 
but $20 activation per 
person is too much just to 
make local calls.
—NYA YOUNG ’05
44 A more organized 
approach [to informing 
students of the change] 
would have caused less 
rioting, especially in my 
apartment.
—MIKE SCHAFFER ’04
44 Raising the price has 
minimal significance if you
M know how to spend
I don’t like [the new •• 
phone plan]. It’s expensive.
—JOSH HITE ’06
reasonably. ??
—ED COHEN ’05
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ELLEN R. 
STAPLETON
Editor in Chief
The Way 
I See It
Sometimes writing 
resounds like music
When I signed up for a course on 20th- 
century global revolutions sophomore 
year, I was simply hoping to learn some 
recent history that might be important to 
know as a journalist.
Instead, the class 
introduced me to one 
of my favorite writers 
and taught me 
important lessons I 
hadn’t heard in my 
journalism classrooms.
We read “The 
Soccer War,” a 
literary portrait by 
famous Polish 
journalist Ryszard 
Kapuscinski about 
several Third World 
revolutions during the Cold War.
His words about reporting struck me: 
“Our job is like a baker’s work - his rolls 
are tasty as long as they’re fresh; after two 
days they’re stale; after a week they’re 
covered with mould and fit only to be 
thrown out.”
That means no one is interested in The 
Ithacan by Saturday, I thought. And then 
my job would be pretty meaningless.
But what Kapuscinski (author of more 
than a dozen books now) taught me is that 
when journalists go beyond basic 
reporting and spend time crafting their 
words, people hold on to it. They keep the 
story and read it again and again. The 
book stays on the shelves at Borders.
It’s true that news will come and go. 
But good writing never loses its appeal.
The reason The Ithacan consistently 
receives state and national recognition is 
because we have high standards for our 
writing. We don’t get to cover stories as 
big as our daily newspaper counterparts at 
major universities do. But we try to give 
the campus something worth reading.
Last spring, an international reporter 
told me that the only thing that matters is 
gathering the information — that the 
writing will simply fall into place after 
that. Certainly, there is nothing more 
important than getting the facts right. But 
his comment disturbed me. As a 
journalist, to pay no attention to crafting 
the words is a mistake.
This summer I had the privilege to 
listen to a national Associated Press editor 
talk about writing for three hours. At one 
point, he read a typical newspaper story 
out loud and the interns around the table 
laughed at how ridiculous the forced 
language sounded. He then told us to 
avoid “journalese,” and especially, to pay 
careful attention to those words before the 
periods because they are the ones that 
“play jazz.”
I liked that description because I’ve 
frequently thought of writing in musical 
terms. In fact, Leonard Bernstein is one of 
my favorite composers — of both musical 
and literary works. In one of his books, he 
insists that Beethoven was the best 
composer in history because his music 
had a sense of “rightness.” And we all 
know Beethoven had to go to great 
lengths to make his complex works 
perfect.
So maybe our Ithacan stories can’t be 
quite the equivalent of Beethoven’s 
symphonies. But a carefully crafted piece 
of journalism can resound with an 
audience the same way a concerto does.
When that happens, the work of art 
lasts — like Beethoven’s and 
Kapuscinski’s have.
So in the same way a pointed melody 
strikes at the hearts of listeners, we at The 
Ithacan hope our words — and our 
newspaper as a whole — will strike at the 
hearts of our readers.
E-mail comments to Editor in Chief 
Ellen R. Stapleton at estaplel@ithaca.edu.
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Study Abroad!
(It can change your life!)
Whatever your major, study abroad can work for you! 
Whether it is your first international experience, or you 
are a repeat study-abroader, there are programs out there 
that match your interests and needs.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? 
COME TO AN INFO$E$$ION!
★ ALL MEETINGS HELD INTEXTOR103^
Study Abroad info Sessions: 
Tues., 9/10; 12:10-1:05 
Thursf, 9/12; 12:10-1:05 
wed., 9/18; 5:00-6:00
London Center mfo Sessions: 
wed., 9/11; 6:00-7:00 
Tues., 9/17; 12:10-1:05 
Thurs., 9/19; 5:00-6:00
For more information, contact the 
Office of International Programs at 274-3306
ATTENTION 
ALL ITHACA COLLEGE 
STUDENTS! 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 6, 2002, 
IS THE LAST DAY THIS 
SEMESTER TO RETURN 
INCORRECTLY 
PURCHASED BOOKS. 
YOU MUST HAVE YOUR 
RECEIPT AND ID TO 
RETURN BOOKS. 
RETURNS ARE TAKEN 
THUR., AUG. 29 THRU 
FRI., SEPT. 6, 2002 
9 A.M. TO I P.M.
AT THE BOOKSTORE 
BUYBACK WINDOW.
rmcc^p
ITAIIAN
RESTAURANT
0*iEjr JPg9t*o is JVom Opcttl
Haddock Scampi 
Delmonico 
Prime Rib V 
London Broil 
Veal Cutlet 
Chicken Marinara 
Fried Haddock 
Linguini w/ Red Clam 
Chicken |lcampi 
Marinated Gt^led Chick<*n 
Chicken I^rmigiana 
Spinach Stuffed Rigatoni
Early Bird Dinner
10’5
Sunday through Thursday
4 p.m.- 6 p.m.
277--6666c-
Department of 
Occupational Therapy
. Internal Transfer 
- Opportunities
There will be an informational meeting 
for students interested in 
the possibility of transferring into 
Occupational Therapy.
Qualifications for admission,
application processes, ;-
and timetables will be discussed.
> ' September 23, 2002
7:00 PM
Center For Health Sciences 
Room 203
APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE 
AT THE MEETING
4.
r ?• ». t ♦ '
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Ithaca’s digital face
ACCS redesigns Web site for the col­
lege to make it user-friendly. Page 19
A The Ithacan ^Accent
Thursday 
August 29, 2002 
Page 17
Copyright ‘s S!.v f W iiS.: -
BY EMILY R. BROWN
Assistant Accent hditor
When students hcxrked up to tho ResNet 
this year, many of theih discovered the lat­
est casually in the war between pirates and 
record companies. Audiogalaxy, a popular 
MP3 file-sharing prograrp, wouldn’t wArk.
Now when students click m the Ixibbly blue 
icon that once was the portal to a world of Iree 
music files, all they get is a message that stiys 
the satellite cannot connect to the server.
The Internet has made it easy to access 
copyrighted material without paying for it,' 
but the copyright-holders are catching on, 
and they are doing more and more to pro- - 
tect their right to profit from their work.
Their weapon-of choice is the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act of i 1998, a 
piece of legislation that the Recording In­
dustry Asscxtiaiion of .America u,sed to shut 
down Napster and more recently Audio­
galaxy. The DMCA makes it illegal to cir­
cumvent anti-piracy measures,. ;
However, David Weil, associate direc­
tor of aCadeniitf computing and tlient ser­
vices. said thc-act applies to muic than just 
MP3 files., and Aat the cofiege.ls respon­
sible for prevcnllng any kind ot copyrighted 
material trom appearing on the college .serv­
er vvithout permission.
“It could be text or pictures. entire Web 
site^ . .i- i lot of times weM! get complaint.s 
' about cartoons,’" Weil said. When students 
design personal homepages, they often in­
clude their favoiite caitoons, movie clip.s..
r: ?» /a tf- d ^ V. • '
and songs. Weil said, without rc.aiizif.g that 
this li.se is a violation ot copyright,
Weil ■,atd th.it the college has t>< take 
these loiatirm', seiioustj The RI A,A has 
‘ tried multiple times to hold Imeinet4>ervice 
Providers lesponsiblp foi wh.it their users 
post online, but the 1998 act protcct> ISPs, 
as lone as they lollow ccitain guidelmes.
■‘If s important that we don t just give it 
lip seniee,"' Weii said. “We have to be able 
to show — if It ever came down to a law­
suit — that when we receive complaints, 
this IS how we respond."
I ,ast year a student w ho had dfiwnlouded 
thousands of MP3 tiles, as well as movies. 
TV ^hows and software, lost his ResNet 
connection tor a year’and had to perform 
20 hours of community service.
College Attorney Nancy Pringle said that 
if students are wondering if something is 
copyrighted, they should assume it is.
"You don't even have to file lor a copy­
right.” Pringle said. '‘ The fact that you pro­
duced something.means you own it."
People only file Copyrights with the U S 
government ty prevent soincons ircim lat­
er contesting their ownei ship
There are times w-heii it's pei inis.sible (o 
download parts of copyrighted v orks tor ed­
ucational put poses, according to the doc­
trine of fail use.
"Rut the doctrine ha.s very limited 
scope." Pringle said, ".fust because you’re 
in an educfitional in.stilution doesn’t mean 
you’re protected bv it.”
Librarian Muigaret lohnsun said it vvas
"jf .*» —*......... ■'  ..........
difficult for her to give students advice ex­
cept that downioiding work ff'r one-time 
use in a class presonWion was s,afe. but 
putting that presentation online w^s asking 
for iroubte.
"j'ihe DMC.A] is so new Jt■^ n<<i e'ear 
where Pair Use comes in,” Johnson.said,
Thomas Sbevory. associate professor of 
polities, said ne considers n fair use when 
be downloads songs tv' play in hts Music 
and Polifics class,
Shevory sard that thc'Ugh the record 
u^mpanies are t'ccoming more aggressive, "it 
seems that the pirates are aKvays one step 
ahead
He said the remaming file-sharing pro­
grams. like Morpheus and Kazaa. arc 
posed to be harder to shot down because 
ihey are decentralized — files don’t travel 
through one central server- Instead, rhey 
tiavel fiirectiy between useis
' But they' said that ubi'-ut ■ Audio­
galaxy,” Shevory said. ,
Ope iuni.or at ithaca Goftegsv who 
spolfroi! n (.(.iiditkin of anonymity, said she 
has cea.sed using file-s.hartpg program., bcj 
"cause u, MK>n a,s they become popular, they 
are shutdown. Instead, she downloads en­
tire GDs from Web sites that have somehow 
obtained advance copies. The Web site.s are; 
.. often based internationally.
"They're all linked to one another" the 
student said. "I think I heard of the first one 
from a friend of a friend in a chat room. I 
just bookmarked them all and when one 
goes dovvn. 1 go to the nc.xt .one. ,
.Shevory said he thinks that in the war 
netw^een pirates and record companies, the 
pirates are winning.;but the record compa­
nies "have a sense of eniitletnent. and th«?y 
take their pniperty very seriously."
In 1998.the RIAA k Wiied so successfully 
for their right to profit from copyrighted mu­
sic. th.at they convinced the U.S. Congress to 
make sire.-uning radio stations pay royalty 
fees. These fees, along with reporting re­
quirements and content restrictions, have 
caused Chris Wheatley, manager of radio op­
erations, to tempi irarily endsueaming the col­
lege radio stations online. The cost of com­
plying would be too expensive.
WTieatley said legislators included lim­
itations on Web streaming in the DMC.A be­
cause they were CQnviric.ed that people were 
copying files off (ystreaniingradio theisame 
way they were copying them fi-om Web sites 
and fileysharing programs.
"But file sharing and streaming audio - 
it's apples and o.'anges.” Wheatley said. "Are 
people copying these songs off the radio? No, 
Ir wbnlci .sound awftd. Nobexiy s doing that.”
Nevertheless, Weil said this year the 
' recording companies are becoming more ag­
gressive in stopping piracy,::Th'ey are seek­
ing permission to hack into oftendirig file- 
sharing systems and sue individual pirates.'
• "The recording industry has announced 
that they are beefing up their.policing of 
this," Weil said. ".And they,are going lostaiti 
suing individuals - which is a change in 
their strategy 8onext time instead of a no­
tice Lol a violation), 1 may get a warrant ’
f 11' If 'If F I' 
i" I 
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Tapping into a new digital look
ACCS reconstructs college Web sites 
and hopes to continue the transformation
BY TASHA KATES
Staff Writer________
After a summer of waiting, students 
logged on to the Ithaca College Web site this 
week and scrambled to add and drop classes.
Although they were used to the redesign of 
the home page, most sUidents were unprepared 
for the new look of the registrar’s page.
Since the long-awaited switch to online reg- 
istrarion in Spring 2001, the registrar’s page 
has been an essential site for students. It is the 
page they navigate when they need to select 
classes, check their grades, look at their stu­
dent account or print out an extra copy of their 
schedule.
However, after years of using the same 
templates, the Office of the Registrar 
changed its look this summer with the help 
of Benjamin Costello, the webmaster for the 
Office of Academic Computing and Client 
Services.
Costello said he designed the new tem­
plates to match the college’s new home page, 
which was launched in January.
“[The old home page] had an expeeding- 
ly long life for the Web,” Costello said. “For 
an educational institution, it was up there for 
a long time.”
Campus Wide Information Systems 
Working Group, also known as the Web 
Team, oversaw the redesign. Composed of 
representatives from the library, the Office 
of Information Technology and the Office of 
"College Relations, the Web Team decided that 
the 5-year-old site’s dysfunctional links and 
confusing main page warranted a change.
The new site was reconfigured and test­
ed over several months before it was post­
ed online. After it was finished, Costello 
distributed templates for the other offices
on campus. One of the first offices to pick 
up the new templates was the Office of the 
Registrar.
“After five years of accumulation, the 
[Registrar’s] Web site was so cluttered with 
information that it became difficult to read,” 
Registrar Christopher Knauer said. “Faculty 
and student links were standing side by side. 
The site wasn’t user-friendly.”
Assistant Registrar Joanne LaValle 
said that some of the biggest contributors 
to the fine-tuning of the Web site were the 
students.
“We had our student workers give their 
input into the site,” LaValle said. “Their ac­
tive involvement was key, since they are stu­
dents and are able to pinpoint the problems 
that faculty or administration might not find.”
However, sophomore Keri Schooner- 
man said that she thinks the Web site still 
needs some work.
“[The site] is pretty easy to navigate, but 
other features like the search box aren’t help­
ful,” Schoonerman said. “Information nev­
er seems to be up-to-date.”
Junior Matt Sprague said that student in­
formation isn’t grouped together.
“Final exam times are listed under Gen­
eral Information, while the Student Infor­
mation System and Degree Navigator are un­
der Student Links,” Sprague said. “If it was 
truly a student links page, it would contain 
everything the students need to access.”
Knauer said that he believes the site will 
always need improvement.
“We will always have things to add on to 
the Web site,” Knauer said. “It’s a work in 
progress. We recognize the Internet as a chief 
tool for students, and since it’s always chang­
ing, the Web site changes with it.”
However, Knauer said the Office of the
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN
SENIOR LAUREN ROTH answers questions in the Office of Academic Computing and 
Client Services. ACCS is responsible for the new design of the coilege’s Web site.
Registrar wants to hear from the students.
“We’ve taken the philosophy of ‘We’re all 
in this together,”’ Knaeur said. “We are try­
ing to improve the site using feedback from 
faculty, students and administration. When 
we get that feedback, we can evaluate it and 
change the page for the better.”
Costello said he believes faculty, staff and 
students are the biggest key in making the 
entire college Web site better.
“Generally, [the Web Team] wants as 
much feedback as they can get, as long as 
it’s constructive criticism,” Costello said.
What's there
WWW. ithaca. edu/registrar
• Degree Navigator.
• Student ACCOUNT information. 
•Academic calendar.
• Final exam times.
• Course offerings.
•Transcript requests.
• Voter registration information.
• Class schedules
• Grade Report ^
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Professor finds 
change of scene
BY ALIX STERNBERG
Staff Writer
Making the transition from 
the snow-capped peaks of Green 
Mountain College to the blustery 
terrain of Ithaca should be no 
problem for Madelyn Williams.
Williams, a new associate 
professor of journalism, comes 
from a background of environ­
mental studies and government 
communications work.
Formerly the lone journalism 
professor in a new major at Green 
Mountain College, Williams has 
experienced a dramatic change of 
scenery in coming to Ithaca, shift­
ing from a school of 700 students 
to one with about 6,500.
Williams majored in journalism 
as an undergraduate at Rowan 
University in New Jersey and re­
ceived her graduate degree in 
communications there as well. 
She obtained her doctorate in 
mass communications from Penn 
State.
In order to break into the busi­
ness, she started her career as a 
stringer for a daily newspaper. 
She then moved on to work as a 
government public information 
officer.
Under then-Governor Mario 
Cuomo, she worked as the direc­
tor of New York State Adirondack 
Park Agency for four years. As the 
director of this organization, she 
saw firsthand how news media in­
fluenced policy makers in the 
vernment.
After her government career.
she worked for four years as a free­
lance copywriter and graphic de­
signer for Michael Orr and Asso­
ciates in Corning. There she 
gained experience and knowledge 
of digital media.
In 1985, she began her career in 
higher education as a part-time pro­
fessor at Mansfield University in 
Pennsylvania, where she continued 
to work for 14 years.
In the latter part of her teaching 
career at Mansfield, she wrote her 
doctoral dissertation for Penn 
State — a case study on the Que­
bec-New York hydro-power debate 
of the early 1990s.
Continuing her career in high­
er education she moved to Ver­
mont in the 1990s, where she 
taught and initiated a journalism 
program at Green Mountain. She 
created and taught News Media 
and Environmental Issues, and is 
hoping to start a similar class at 
Ithaca College.
Despite being extremely happy 
at Green Mountain College, 
Williams said, she and her family 
made the difficult decision to 
come to Ithaca.
Williams said “the prestige of 
the school and the excitement of 
working with other colleagues” in 
the journalism field drove her to 
apply for the job.
When she was offered the posi­
tion, she felt she had to take it. She 
said she has been welcomed with 
open arms at the college.
Mead Loop, assistant professor 
of journalism, said Williams was 
the best candidate for the job and
ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHA-CAN
MADELYN WILLIAMS, the Roy H. Park School of Communications’ 
newest journaiism professor, works in her office on Tuesday.
can help build a strong journalism 
program.
“Park is trying to build a jour­
nalism department,” he said. 
“Madelyn can be integral in this 
[because] she has a doctorate and 
research expertise in digital 
journalism.
“There are currently 212 jour­
nalism majors and 21 minors, and 
we need more faculty. She was the 
best that we found.”
The journalism program insti­
tuted a new curriculum this fall 
that eliminated the print, broadcast 
and photojournalism concentra­
tions. Instead, it requires students 
to be proficient in more than one 
medium.
“The convergence of media is
such that digital journalism is the 
cutting edge of communication,” 
Williams said. “The incoming 
class will be ready to feed into a 
media market that demands 
a complement of skills and 
insights.
“As media professionals, stu­
dents will need to have the ability 
to be strong writers, to present news 
on the air and to package news for* 
digital online applications.”
; Williams said she thinks that this 
was an important move in her ca­
reer and is impressed with her new 
surroundings.
“The caliber of intelligence I 
have [witnessed] so far has been 
phenomenal,” she said. “I am de­
lighted with the Park school.”
Accent
On
Freshman 
Matthew Antalek
Television-radio
Hometown; Cicero, N.Y.
What’s the best part of this 
time of year? Meeting new 
people and learning the city.
What did you think of 
Convocation? It reminded 
me too much of high school 
graduation.
If you were a professional 
wrestler, what would be 
your entrance music?
Highway to Hell by AC/DC.
Star Trek or Star Wars? 
Why? Neither, but 
Chewbacca is the man or 
beast thing.
What do you think 
President Peggy R.
Wiiiiams does in that 
big mansion?
She has a mansion? I got to 
get me one of them.
What’s up with the Textor 
Baii? Does it serve a pur­
pose? I checked it out - no 
way is it a fish.
-r-'
Welcome New and Returning 
Admission Volunteers!
PiV
V W’s * P
arty'
n
When: Friday, September 6th @ 4:30 p.m. 
Where: In the Office of Admission 
^ Questions: Call 274-3124.
<r
/)/
,69'
v.
The Counseling Center 
Staff welcome you and 
wish you a successful 
Fall semester.
If you need experienced, professional assistance with:
• Academic stress
• Symptoms of depression 
and anxiety
• Problems with eating
• Relationship concerns
• Grief and loss
• Substance abuse
• Sexuality and sexual orientation
• Individual, Group, and Couples Counseling
• Consultation
• Workshops and Training Seminars
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Location: Ground Floor 
Hammond Health Center 
Phone: 274-3136
http ://www.ithaca.edu/counseling
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'Movie
Times
The following is valid this week­
end only. Times are subject to 
change.
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
277-6115
The Good Girl — 7:15 and 
9:35 p.m., 2:15 and 4:35 p.m. 
(Saturday and Sunday mati­
nees).
JMy Big Fat Greek Wedding —7:15 and 9:35 p.m., 2:15 and 4:35 p.m. (Saturday and 
Sunday matinees).
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256
Tadpole —7:15 and 9:35 
p.m., 2:15 and 4:35 p.m. 
(Saturday and Sunday mati­
nees).
The Fast Runner (Atanarjuat)
— 8 p.m., 2 and 5 p.m. 
(Saturday and Sunday mati­
nees).
Possession — Friday only:
7 p.m. and 10 p.m. (7 p.m. 
screening is followed by a dis­
cussion: see above) 
Saturday-Thursday: 7:15 and 
9:35 p.m., 2:15 and 4:35 p.m.
_ ^(Saturday and Sunday mati­
nees)
Lovely and Amazing —9:35 
p.m., 4:35 p.m. (Saturday and 
Sunday matinees).
13 Conversations About One 
Thing—7:15 p.m., 2:15 p.m. 
(Saturday and Sunday mati­
nees).
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700
Feardotcom — 2 p.m., 4 p.m.,
7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and 11:40 p.m.
Lilo & Stitch — 1:15 p.m.,
3:15 p.m. and 5:15 p.m.
Simone — 1:30 p.m., 4 p.m., 
6:30 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11:20 p.m.
Serving Sara — 1:40 p.m.,
3:55 p.m., 7:05 p.m., 9:20 p.m. 
and 11:30 p.m.
Austin Powers in 
Goldmember — 1:45 p.m.,
4:05 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9:05 p.m., 
"•*11:05 p.m.
Blue Crush — 1:55 p.m.,
4:20 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:10 p.m. 
and 11:15 p.m.
XXX—1:20 p.m., 4:10 p.m.,
7:10 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Blood Work— 7:15 p.m., 9:35 
p.m. and 11:45 p.m.
Spy Kids 2: The Island of 
Lost Dreams — 1:50 p.m.,
4:15 p.m., 6:35 p.m., 8:55 p.m. 
^_^nd 11 p.m.
Signs — 1:25 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 
6:40 p.m., 9:15 p.m. and 
11:25 p.m.
““"The Master of Disguise —
1:35 p.m., 3:25 p.m. and 
5:05 p.m.
The Ithacan Rating System
itik: Poor
★★ Fair
★★★ Good
'kik'k'k Excellent
COURTESY OF SONY PICTURES CLASSICS
ALAN ARKIN STARS in Jill Sprecher’s latest film, “Thirteen Conversations About One Thing.” The film is about a series of interrelated 
characters making their way through life searching for the happiness that consistently eludes them.
Film talks its way into oblivion
BY SEAN FENNESSEY
Accent Editor
Fortune smiles at some and 
laughs at others.
And so goes the maxim of Jill 
Sprecher’s ambling and interrelat­
ed talk-fest, “Thirteen Conversa­
tions About One Thing.”
The film is not crisply paced nor
★ ★l/2 I
“Thirteen I
Conversations About 
One Thing” j
two peo­
ple communicating is what draws the 
audience in. The director, along with 
her co-writer and sister, Karen, con- 
stmct the foundation for four parables 
about New Yorkers looking for that 
“one thing.” But don’t be mistaken, 
the film stands on the powerful legs 
of its eclectic cast. Without honest per­
formances it would have failed in 
sending its frank and raw message; It’s 
a small world, but there’s still not 
enough luck for everyone.
‘Thirteen Conversations” re­
volves around several main charac­
ters each related to one another in 
some sublime fashion. A lawyer 
brags to a downtrodden businessman 
in a bar. The lawyer then hits a clean­
ing lady in the street and drives away. 
Traumatized by the hit-and-run, the 
man sells his car to a newly divorced 
professor. The businessman’s crack 
addict son has just mugged the pro­
fessor. The businessman then 
shares a fleeting moment with the 
professor’s ex-wife on a train. And 
the cleaning lady loses and regains 
her optimism after the accident.
Each segment opens with a slo­
gan that details the forthcoming 
episode. The slogans are cryptic 
though strangely familiar. Examples 
include “Wisdom comes suddenly” 
and “F— guilt.” The messages tend 
to lack subtlety.
Alan Arkin, in a performance that 
is both wry and endearing, plays the 
downtrodden businessman who has 
no faith, no romanticism and 
enough reality for the entire film. His 
drained and frustrated man harks
back to his sullen and humorous per­
formance in David Mamet’s “Glen­
garry Glenross.” His role is the 
heavy-hearted core of the film, and 
his hangdog working man is the 
quintessential “can’t catch a break” 
kind of guy.
Matthew McConaughey is also 
subtle in a performance that is far 
more honest than any of the preten­
tious roles he had early in his career 
(“Contact,” “Amistad”). He is often 
at his best when he is working with 
indie directors who have a more clear 
vision of his role, much like 
Richard Linklater and John Sayles 
did with “Dazed and Confused” and 
“Lone Star,” respectively.
Also, in smaller supporting 
roles are Clea DuVall as the 
charmingly optimistic cleaning 
lady and John Turturro as the 
physics professor eager to explain 
the universe but hopelessly unable 
to explain his own life. DuVall is 
touching in a role that betrays the 
scowl on her face that is often seen 
in her other films. Turturro, on the 
other hand, with his twitchy de­
meanor and mannered speech pat­
terns, brings the perfect amount of 
creepy disposition to his role.
Unfortunately, the earnest subject 
matter is delivered far too seriously 
from each actor outside of Arkin. 
Without a hint of dramatic exasper­
ation, McConaughey and DuVall oc­
casionally miss the irony in their 
roles. The Sprecher sisters’ script is 
chock full of smart, albeit morose di­
alogue, but the key lies within the 
performances.
Like a time-confused jigsaw 
puzzle, the fuzzy messages of 
“Thirteen Conversations About 
One Thing” take some time and a lot 
of talking to piece together. But in 
the end each conversation leads to a 
matter-of-fact conclusion, every­
thing is by chance, and happiness is 
out of your control.
“Thirteen Conversations About 
One Thing” was directed by Jili 
Sprecher, written by Karen and Jilt 
Sprecher and produced by 
Michael Stipe. The film stars Alan 
Arkin and Matthew McConaughey.
ly stun­
ning, but 
the con- 
nection 
between
A big, fat helping 
of Greek culture
BY KARL PALSGAARD
Contributing Writer
In the Independent Film Chan­
nel’s lovable film “My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding,” frumpy and 
Greek Toula Portokalos (Nia 
Vardalos) lives with her parents and 
works at her family’s restaurant. 
However,
★★★
“My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding”
the young 
woman 
wants more 
from life 
than marrying a Greek husband and 
never leaving the family.
The central plot of “Greek” is 
straightforward. Her world turns 
upside down when she sees hand­
some literature professor Ian Miller 
(John Corbett) and contemplates liv­
ing outside the Greek mold. Toula 
undergoes a realistic Cinderella-es- 
que transformation — dressing bet­
ter, using makeup and pursuing a ca­
reer of her own choosing.
She meets Miller again after her
metamorphosis, and they hit it off. 
Their relationship, like the plot, is 
simple and sweet, basically pre­
dictable and decently realistic — in 
other words, dull by Hollywood stan­
dards. However, the beauty of 
“Greek” comes from the cast of sup­
porting characters — Toula’s outra­
geous but universally recognizable 
family members — as they struggle 
to accept their little Toula’s decision 
to marry — gasp! — a non-Greek.
The family, with its endearing 
quirks, is the gem that makes this 
movie work. Toula’s father, played 
by Michael Constantine, leads the hu­
morous ensemble as head of the 
household and champion of Greek 
pride. Throughout the film he hilar­
iously demonstrates how every 
word is derived from Greek, uses 
Windex as a miracle cure for every­
thing from “psoriasis to poison ivy” 
and watches over his home, which 
is grotesquely modeled after the 
Parthenon. His wife (Lainie Kazan) 
advises her daughter that, “while
■' COURTESY OF IFC FILMS
JOHN CORBETT AND NIA VARDALOS star in the comedy “My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding.” The film has drawn a sizable cult following.
Greek women are lambs in the 
kitchen, they are tigers in the bed­
room,” and even if a guest is not hun­
gry, she tries to feed them in true 
“Greek Mother” fashion.
“Greek” is based on “Second 
City” alum Vardalos’ one-woman 
stage show. Greek actress Rita Wil­
son and husband Tom Hanks pro­
duced her screenplay after seeing the 
Canadian Vardalos perform.
“Greek” promises to entertain
audiences of all ages and remind 
everyone of their own quirks and 
laughable families. Vardalos’ nar­
ration and characters will pull 
moviegoers into her world for 95 
minutes of good, clean fun.
“My Big Fat Greek Wedding” 
Wflj written by Nia Vardalos, di­
rected by Joel Zwick and produced 
by Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson. 
The film stars John Corbett.
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COURTESY OF ELEKTRA ENTERTAINMENT
Ending the ‘Silence’
BY MIKE NAGEL
Staff Writer
★ ★l/2 
“Silence” 
Blindside
With a new 
label, a new 
record deal and 
a new sound,
Blindside is 
slowly creeping onto the radar of 
mainstream rock radio.
As the first band signed to P.O.D.’s 
3 Points label, pressure has been put on 
the Swedish group to deliver. The disc 
“Silence” responds to the challenge well.
The band has left their early “wall of 
sound” hardcore roots without losing its 
power. The opening track, “Caught A 
Glimpse,” gives the listener good indi­
cation of what is to come on the rest of 
the album. Light guitar launches right into 
the screamed verses, followed by a cho­
rus showcasing the hauntingly melodic 
voice of lead singer Christian. “Pitiful,” 
the first single, is a more bouncy, main­
stream tune. Guitar work on ‘The End­
ings” and “Midnight” is slightly remi­
niscent of Alice In Chains, while other 
tracks such as “Time Will Change Your 
Heart” show distinct emo-core influence.
Blindside’s sound, like many foreign 
rock groups, is hard to fit into a particu­
lar category. However, their message is 
not. Every song on the disc, despite the 
angry sound, gives a “light at the end of 
the tunnel” message, making “Silence” a 
Tiirig cWange firom cookiek^uttef, de­
pressed rock records.
Singer-songwriter 
strums his heart out
New pop idol Mayer swoons over love, life
BY STACEY COBURN
Contributing Writer
★ ★★
“Room For Squares” 
John Mayer
It may be difficult to recall, but only a few 
months ago, John Mayer’s “No Such Thing” 
could only be 
heard during 
Sunday morning 
“acoustic coffee 
hour” radio spe­
cials. Although it 
has been nearly a year since Mayer’s second 
album, “Room for Squares,” was re-released 
by Columbia records, Mayer’s boyish face was 
unknown to MTV, major music magazines and 
American pop culture in general only a few 
months ago.
Mayer’s recent success may be attributed 
to his new found accessibility. He is no longer 
an indie-jam rocker of sorts, but has an album 
that has been released by a major record com­
pany, and “No Such Thing” is in regular ro­
tation at most alternative radio stations. His 
good looks, his striking similarity to the ever- 
popular Dave Matthews and the youthful, com- 
ing-of-age appeal of the lyrics to his songs may 
also be responsible.
Songs included on “Room for Squares” em­
brace nearly all topics that trouble any 
youth’s mind, and Mayer and his multi­
person band tackle each topic in a catchy, 
evocative way. The album contains songs about 
awkward dates (“My Stupid Mouth”), small- 
scale rebellion against society (“No Such 
Thing”) and sexual discovery and fascination 
(“Your Body is a Wonderland”).
Although some songs, such as “Neon” 
and “City Love,” sound slightly funky, most 
of the music on the album is pop-folk-rock 
that caters nearly exclusively to Mayer’s 
smooth, sultry voice. Mayer’s voice is wor­
thy of this focus because of its impressive' 
range. His voice also has a refreshing style 
that does not attempt to go outside of its
range, as so many alternative rock singers 
today do.
However, at some points, a few of the 
songs on the album begin to sound the 
same. Mayer says that after dabbling with 
blues music and trying to be the best gui­
tar player ever, he wanted instead to make 
his music accessible and playable for 
everyone, which may have been detrimen­
tal to his songs at certain points.
Mayer’s lyrics and voice repair any dam­
age that may have been caused by the simple 
nature of his songs’ instrumentation. The songs 
delightfully notice each detail in life, such as 
the words, “She looked out the window, rolling 
tiny balls of napkin paper,” from “My Stupid 
Mouth.” These details show a clear love of life 
along with a love of songwriting. Despite the 
cool, casual sound of Mayer’s voice and the 
melancholy and reflective nature of most of the 
lyrics, the album still remains somewhat upn 
beat — the kind of mellow music that juxta­
poses happiness and sadness. Kudos to May­
er. This album deserves its new-found success 
with more than 500,000 copies sold.
JOHN MAYER’S SECOND ALBUM ‘Room 
For Squares” has become popular quickly.
To be a • 
theater reviewer 
or not to be a 
theater reviewer, 
that is the question.
The Accent section is 
looking for writers to fill 
this space with 
live theater reviews, 
covering everything from 
college troupes to local 
playhouses.
If interested, contact Accent Editor Sean 
Fennessey or Assistant Accent Editor Emily 
Brown by either stopping by Park 269 or 
calling 274-1616.
Accent 
Briefs
Parks offer nature walks 
and tours of local gorges
A park naturalist at Buttermilk Ealls 
State Park will lead a one-mile hike 
along the waterfalls and the rim of But­
termilk Glen on Saturday. The hike will 
begin at 11 a.m. at the swim area off 
Route 13.
The hike is one of a series of pro­
grams in the Finger Lakes State Parks 
this weekend.
Other events include tours of the old 
mills, gorges, and streams in Robert H.- 
Treman State Park and a walk along the 
tallest waterfall in the Northeast in 
Taughannock Falls State Park.
State Theatre offers tickets 
to Indigo Girls and Hancock
Tickets are on sale at the State The­
atre in Ithaca for performances by the In­
digo Girls and the Herbie Hancock 
Quartet. The Indigo Girls, folk rock icons, 
are performing on Sept. 24 with tour 
mates K’s Choice.
Herbie Hancock, a modern jazz mu­
sician, is performing on October 26. 
Tickets range from $35 to $45 and are 
available at the Clinton House Ticket 
Center.
Icarus Ensemble performs 
in first-ever Ilium Festival ^
The Icarus Theatre Ensemble will per­
form three plays as part of its first annu­
al Ilium Festival, which runs today to 
Sept. 8.
The three plays, “When Words 
Fail...,” “Wings,” and “The American 
Dream,” range from tragedy to comedy 
to satire of American society. Tickets are 
$7 to $12 and are available at the Clin­
ton House Ticket Center.
Galleries open new exhibits 
to celebrate arts downtown
Eleven downtown art galleries will 
open new exhibits on Sept. 6 as part of 
“Gallery Night,” a celebration of the arts 
in Ithaca. The exhibits will be composed 
of work in a variety of media by both lo­
cal and foreign artists.
The event includes an outdoor per­
formance of Shakespeare’s “Much Ado 
About Nothing” by Black Umbrella . 
Productions and other activities like 
“meet the artist” receptions, music and 
wine tasting.
Folk musicians participate 
in Folkus Project song swap
The Folkus Project will hold its first 
song swap this season on Sept. 8 at the 
Westcott Community Center at 7 p.m. 
The song swap’s theme is “My Summer 
Vacation.” The event will be hosted by 
Jason Vatter, who recently released an al­
bum including many songs that were in­
spired by past swaps.
The performers at this swap, Tom 
Baron, Anthony Tyler and Tamara J. 
Brown, will each write a song on the 
theme, as well as perform original folk 
music. Admission is $5.
Scrapbooks to be preserved 
by grant from state library
The DeWitt Historical Society re­
ceived a New York State Library Con­
servation/Preservation program graTiT" 
that will help it preserve a large collec­
tion of scrapbooks. The scrapbooks con­
tain newspaper clippings, photographs 
and other documents.
The grant will pay for specially made 
containers that will prolong the life of the 
documents. It will also make the scrap­
books more accessible to researchers who 
value the detailed day-to-day information 
the scrapbooks provide.
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DILBERT® BY SCOTT ADAMS CROSSWORD BY TMSPUZZLES
HAVE UE RELEGATED 
rAICROSOFT TO THE 
DUST HEAP OF 
HISTORY?
SHHH! THEY 
rAIGHT HEAR!
THE LAST PAGE SAYS, 
"AT THE END OF THE 
FIFTH YEAR, THE 
ENTIRE rAANAGE- 
rAENT TEAIA LJILL 
BE . . . "
", . .INVESTIGATED FOR 
ACCOUNTING IRREGUL­
ARITIES."
SPOOKY.
I NOTICED I HAVE 
A ZIT THAT'S 
SENSITIVE TO SUN­
LIGHT. I'rA HOPING 
IT BECOrAES AN
HELLO , BOB. I HEAR 
YOU'RE EVOLVING A 
ZIT INTO A THIRD 
EYE, TRYING TO GET 
AN ADVANTAGE.
Eo
oQ
V)£raT3
Eoo
r0)£
$
3
i
«
s
UJANNA LJATCH A 
DINOSAUR BE FORCED 
TO USE TOPICAL 
ANTIBIOTICS?
ACROSS 
1 Yes indeed, 
Maria 
5 Forbid 
10 Mimics
14 Layer of paint
15 Bargain model: 
pref.
16 Autumn
17 Pointed tools
18 Housing unit
19 Small combo
20 Dessert after the 
Iditarod?
23 Bikini part
24 Flax product
25 Stimulate
27 Sugar-coated 
fruit . ■
30 Cancer, Aries, et 
al.
32 Excitement
33 Vivacity 
35 Rudimentary
seed 
38 Old Blue Eyes 
41 King Arthur's 
court
43 Luxury Honda
44 Small, brown 
bird
46 Ms. Landers
47 Leatherneck 
49 Spain and
Portugal 
52 First game 
54 Renowned
56 Took off
57 Southwestern 
rattlesnakes
62 Poker stake
64 Virginia rails
65 Brainstorm
66 Eye drop
67 Turn inside out
68 Finishes
69 Ms. Fitzgerald
70 Sowing needs
71 Fathers
DOWN
1 Wound crust
2 Hawkeye State
3 Polio vaccine 
developer
4 “We have
nothing to fear 
but fear__
5 Wine container
6 School for Pierre
7 Jackpot
8 No ifs,_or buts
9 Hornswoggled
10 Sternward
11 Finicky
12 “The Waste 
Land” poet
13 Skiing site 
“ P^^aif ofA 
22 Self-evident
truth
26 Spelunker’s spot
27 Hombre’s home
28 Like Pindar’s 
poetry
29 Impressively 
large
31 At some prior 
time
34 Grass expanse
36 Burt’s ex
37 Sicilian smoker
39 island group off 
Galway
40 Biblical weeds 
42 Believers in the
existence of 
Mother Nature 
45 Boxing official 
48 Parts of eyes
50 Writer Jonson
51 Formed 
whirlpools
52 Make speeches
53 Commission 
55 Bestow upon
58 Hawk’s opposite
59 Writer Best
60 Funny Foxx
61 Insolent reply 
63 Period
LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS
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To place a classified 
please contact 
Jen Yomoah, 
sales manager, 
at 274-1618.
Employment
Webcam broadcasters wanted. 
Like those seen on voyeur sites. 
Paid weekly. Choose Your own 
hours. NO fees. Earn $25 
+Hourly. Start Immediately, 
http ;//www.buzzcams .com. 
1-888-818-1093.
T ravel
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun 
Coast Vacations wants to send 
you on Spring Break 2003 to 
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, 
Jamaica or the Bahamas for 
FREE! Call us now at 1-800-795- 
4786 or e-mail us at sales@sun- 
coastvacations.com!
Attention Spring Breakers. It’s 
Free in 2003. Two Free Trips/Free 
Parties w/ MTV Hottest 
Destinations @ Lowest Prices. 
Featured on MTV, Jerry Springer. 
MSNBC & Travel Channel. Most 
Reliable Company. 
www.sunsDlashtours.com
1-800-426-7710.
Travel
#1 Spring Break. Look no fur­
ther!! Two Free Trips/Free parties 
w/ MTV. Free Meals/Drinks. 
Hottest Destinations @ Lowest 
Prices. Caribbean, Mexico, 
Florida, Padre. Most Reliable 
Company.
www.sunsDlashtours.com
1-800-426-7710.
ITHACA COLLEGE SPRING 
BREAK '03 with 
StudentCity.com! The ultimate 
vacation in Cancun, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica 
and more! Packages include air­
fare, 7 nights hotel, FREE 
FOOD, FREE DRINKS and 
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! 
REPS WANTED! Organize 15 
friends and get hooked up with 2 
FREE TRIPS and VIP treatment! 
Also earn extra cash and bonus 
prizes just for promoting 
StudentCity.com!
Call 1 -800-293-1445 or e-mail 
sales@studentcity.com today!
Notices
Horse boarding and lessons 
15 minutes from IC. Visit the 
farm at www.springhaven- 
farms.com. 607-564-9214. Also 
for sale — 5-year Morgan 
Hunter Mare.
For Sale
Three items. Like new. 
Custom gas scooter with disc 
brake/suspension — $600. 60 
watts, 4 channel car amplifier- 
$325. 600 watts — 2 channel 
amplifier, Sony XPLOD — 
$250. Call 273-0349.
For Rent
PAVED PRIVATE PARKING 
SPACES.
(Extra wide) on Prospect 
Street. Available now. Call 272- 
0365 ore-mail: 
mfel ©twcny.rrr.com.
More bang 
for the buck!
AdluentUe' with ^h& Othaccui,. 
Gall 214-161S ^ detculi!
Make Your Room 
^ All Oasis!
♦ Tropical Plants:
superb qucditi/ & selection
♦ Fresh, Silk & 
Dried Flowers 
♦ Godiva Chocolates 
♦ Papasan & Hammock 
Chairs. Puff Rockers 
♦ Decorative Accessories 
♦ Baskets. Baskets & more Baskets 
♦ Match Sticks & Shoji Blinds
FALL DINNERWARE 
SALE ON NOW D
The Plantation
Since 1973
130 The Commons • 273-7231
Mon-Wed & Sat 10-6, Th 8t Fri tU 8: Sun 11-5
Acapulco Cancun Jamaica 
Bahamas Florida
800 648-4849
Promote trips on 
campus ond eorn cosh 
and free travelM!
‘Delidous Toocf 
lionest (Drinks 
^enume ^tmosykere 
frkedto (Pfease
Rt. 366/lthaca 273-9725 
THURSDAYS
LOBSTEB SFECIAL |lllU
Sell ads for 
The Ithacan. 
Call
Jen Yomoah 
at 4-1618.
When you need a break from the books this winter,
GET OUT 0 N THE SLOPES !
Ski or ride GREEK PEAK all season for only:
$119
Contact your college ski club, or call l-800-955-2ski for more information. 
Must show valid college student ID prior to purchase.
Offer expires October 19, 2002.
DELIVERING UNTIL 4 a.m. THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Try G.P.’s DOUGHLICIOUS Caizones!
1. “Gotta Lotta Ricotta” Cheese 
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses.
2. Ham
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses.
3. Veggie
Mushrooms, olives, peppers, onions, spinach, 
broccoli,mozzarella, ricotta and romano.
4. Pepperoni
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses.
5. Spinach & Cheese
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses.
6. Broccoli & Cheese
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses.
7. Meat
Bacon, hamburger, sausage and mozzarella cheese.
^8. Hamburger
Hamburger, bacon and mozzarella.
9. Eggplant
Baked, breaded eggplant, mozzarella, ricotta and romano.
10. Mixed
Pepperoni, sausage, peppers, mushrooms, mozzarella, 
ricotta, romano.
11. Chicken Blue
Barbecue chicken, blue cheese, mozzarella.
12. Hawaiian
Ham, pineapple, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
13. Greek Caizone
Spinach, tomatoes, black olives, and mozzarella.
14. Chicken Parmesan
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
15. Meatball Parmesan
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
16. Sausage Parmesan
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
17. Veal Parmesan
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
18. Pesto
Tomato sauce, pesto sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
19. BBQ Smoke
Grilled steak, smoked barbecue sauce, mozzarella, 
ricotta.
20. Cordon Blue
21. Artichoke
Marinated artichoke hearts, mozzarella, ricotta.
22. Philly
Grilled steak, onions, peppers, mozzarella.
23. Chick-N-Bacon
Diced chicken, bacon, biirbecue sauce, mozzarella.
24. Buffalo Wing
Diced chicken, hot sauce, blue cheese, mozzarella.
25. Spiedie Caizone
Diced chicken, spiedie sauce, mozzarella cheese.
26. Chick-N-Broccoli
Diced chicken, broccoli, mozzarella, ricotta, 
romano.
27. Kamikaze Caizone
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, hot peppers, hot 
sauce, tomato sauce, mozzarella.
28. Spinach & Mushroom
Spinach, mushroom, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
29. Chick-N-Pesto
Diced chicken, pesto sauce, mozzarella, ricotta.
30. White Garlic Caizone
Our while garlic sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano.
31. Pizza Caizone
Pepperoni, mozzarella, tomato sauce.
32. Bar-B-Q Chicken 
Smoked BBQ sauce, mozzarella.
33. Oriental Chicken
Diced chicken, teriyaki sauce, mozzarella.
34. Golden Age Caizone
Diced chicken, golden sauce, mozzarella.
35. Tofu Caizone
Tofu, mozzarella, and any two toppings of your 
choice.
36. Reconstruction Caizone
You create your own caizone.
37. Bake-N-Egg
Egg. bacon, and mozzarella cheese.
38. Rise & Shine
Egg and mozzarella cheese.
39. Ham-N-Egg
Ham, egg, mozzarella cheese.
40. Omelet Caizone
Egg, onions, peppers, mozzarella.
Try Our Tofu Wings.
Available with any of our 10 chicken wing sauces.
Always Free Pepsi With Any Pizza.
Chicken, ham, blue cheese, mozzarella.
Why settle for a zone ... when you can have a CALZONE! They’re 
twice as BIG for ONLY $6.50! Tax included. ‘SPECIAL: 3 CALZONES 
for ONLY $14.50! Tax incl.
NOW HIRING DRIVERS AND IN-STORE HELP.
Offering the LARGEST delivery range. Open the Latest in town! 
Sunday through Wednesday until 3:00 a.m.
Thursday through Saturday until 4:00 a.m.
PIZZERIA
272-19.^0
404 W. Slate St.
Wings Caizones Subs Pasta
Meal Deals!
1. Large cheese pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wings & two 
Pepsis. Only $12.95! Tax incl.
2. Medium cheese pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wings & tw 
Pepsis. Only $10.95! Tax incl.
3. Two medium cheese pizzas & four Pepsis. Only $12.95! tax 
incl.
4. Two large cheese pizzas & four Pepsi's. Only $15.95! Tax incl
5. PARTY PACK - giant cheese sheet pizza, two dozen chicken 
or tofu wings & two Pepsis. Only $20.95! Tax incl.
6. GIANT PACK - giant cheese sheet pizza, four dozen chicken 
or tofu wings & two Pepsis. Only $29.95! Tax incl.
7. 100 buffalo style chicken wings. Only $29.95! Tax incl.
8. G.P.’s DOUGHLICIOUS CALZONES! 3 for ONLY $15.95! 
Tax incl.
9. Large cheese pizza. ONLY $6.95! Tax incl. PICK UP ONLY!
10. Medium cheese pizza. Only $4.95! Tax incl. PICK UP 
ONLY!
11. Large Pizza, 2 toppings, 2 Pepsis. Only $12.95! Tax incl.
12. Medium Pizza, 2 toppings, 2 Pepsis.Only $10.95! Tax incl.
13. Large Pizza, Unlimited toppings, 2 Pepsis. Only $15.95! 
Tax incl.
14. Medium Pizza, Unlimited toppings, 2 Pepsis. Only $13.95! 
Tax incl,
15. Four for Forty-Four - 4 Large Pizzas, 4 dozen wings and 4 
Pepsis. Only $44.44! Tax incl.
No coupons necessary. No limit when ordering.
Event of the week
Join an organization
Check out the calendar listings for a meeting 
of a club or organization and get involved.
Four-day weather forecast
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Going organic
Today Friday
Showers
High: 74“ 
Low: 58°
Partly cloudy
High: 79“ 
Low: 57°
Saturday Sunday
Mostly cloudy
High: 77“ 
Low: 62“
Scattered
T-storms
High: 78“ 
Low: 63“
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University.
TODAY
Senior Class Aloha Luau — 6
p.m. in Campus Center Quad.
Campus Crusade for Christ — 8
p.m. in the North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center.
1C Radio Recruitment — 7 p.m. 
in the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications Auditorium.
The Ithacan Recruitment — 8
p.m. in the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications Auditorium.
FRIDAY
Shabbat Reception, Services 
and Dinner — 5 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel.
SPORTS
Men’s Soccer vs. Worcester 
State at Cortland at 5 p.m. 
Volleyball at Gettysburg at 10 a.m.
SATURDAY
SPORTS
Men’s Cross Country Alumni 
Run at 11 a.m.
Women’s Cross Country Alumni 
Run at 11 a.m.
Men’s Soccer vs. Emerson at 
Cortland at 5 p.m.
Volleyball at Gettysburg at 1 p.m.
SUNDAY
Catholic Mass — 1 p.m. and 8 
p.m. in Muller Chapel
Protestant Services — 11 a.m. in 
Muller Chapel.
SPORTS
Women’s Soccer vs. North 
Carolina Wesleyan at 
Elizabethtown at 2 p.m.
Women’s tennis at Skidmore at 
noon.
MONDAY
Labor Day — No classes
TUESDAY
Park Productions — Noon in 
Park 266.
Students for Life — 9 p.m. in 
Friends 302.
SPORTS
Women’s Tennis at Elmira at 4 
p.m.
Volleyball vs. Rochester at 7 p.m.
SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN
ANDY SCHWARTZ 02 paints a sign for the organic garden at the Organic
the Free Speech Rock Tuesday afternoon by the Ithaca College Environmental Society. The
garden, which students maintain, opened last spring.___________ ___________ ________
WEDNESDAY
Last day to ADD/DROP 
Block I courses
SAB Recruitment Night — 7 p.m. 
in Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center.
RHA Meeting — 8 p.m. in North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center.
Circle K — 7 p.m. in the 1C Republicans — 8 p.m. in
Conference Room, Campus Center. Friends 308.
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed in the calendar.
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hail, ithaca 
College. For more information or 
to send in events, contact the cal­
endar manager at 274-3208 or 
fax at 274-1565.
Get The Ithacan!
Get the scoop about campus events, arts, 
entertainment and college sports.
Subscribe for a semester or for a year.
2002-2003 academic year — $50 for 29 issues 
Fail 2002 semester only — $30 for 15 issues 
Spring 2003 semester only — $30 for 14 issues
To subscribe: Call (607) 274-3208 or send a fax to (607) 274-1565.
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WANTED:
WRITERS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
DESIGNERS, 
COPY EDITORS 
AND
ADVERTISING REPS
GOURMET PIZZA 
Med. Lrg.
Hawaiian.............$8.99
Taco.....................9.99
Crabmeaf............ 8.99
Popeye................. 8.99
Broccoli <&
Fctta Cheese....8.99
Carlic A Sliced
Tomato..............7.99
White Garlic......6.99
BLT...................... 8.99
BBQ Chicken A 
Bacon Pizza.......9.99
XLrg 
11.59 13.99 
12.75 15.50 
11.50 13.99 
11.50 13.99
11.50 13.99
10.25 12.50 
8.99 10.99 
11.50 13.99
12.75 15.50
Rogan's Comer
273-6006
BUFFALO CHICKEN WINGS
Choice of Sauces: Hot, Med., Sweet, BBQ
12 pieces......... $4.99 48 pieces.......15.99
24 pieces..........  8.99 60 pieces.......18.99
36 pieces......... 12.99
Extra Blue Cheese $.75 
(No split orders under 48 pieces)
PIZZA
100% Part Skim Mozzarella Cheese 
Med.
Ploin....................................................................$ 6.99
1 Topping.................................................    7 99
2 Topping.................................................     3 99
3 Topping........................................................... 9 99
Extra Topping................................................... 2 00
Double Dough................................................. 2 25
Veg. Special..................................................... 9 99
Meat Special...........................................   9 99
The Works................................   20 99
2nd Pizza Deal..........................................  5 99
Equal or Smaller Size with Equal or Fewer Toppings (Limit 3)*
SALADSChef........... .$5.00 
. 2.50 
5.00
Tossed...........
Greek.............
Extra Blue Cheese $.75
APPETIZERS
Mozzarella Sticks $5.00
Chicken Fingers.... . 5.00
Jalapeno Poppers.. 5.00
ONE MEDIUM PIZZA
WITH TWO TOPPINGS A TWO 16 oz. SODAS
(mention above offer before ordering)
$6.99
Rogan's Corner
ALL NEW PIZZA
Med. Large XLarge
$7.99 $10.24 $12.49
.. 8.99 11.49 13.99
. 6.99 ■ 8.99 10.99
. 7.99 10.24 12.50
. 7.99 10.24 12.50
9.99 12.74 15.49
7.99 10.24 12.50
9.99 12.74 15.49
8.99 11.49 13.99
OUR CHEDDAR CHEESE IS A MIX OF CHEDDAR A MONTEREY JACK.
ONE LARGE PI^A
WITH TWO TOPPINGS A TWO 16 oz. SODAS 
(mention above offer before ordering)
$8.99
Rogan's Corner
ONE EXTRA LARGE PT77a
WITH TWO TOPPINGS A TWO 16 02. SODAS 
(mention above offer before ordering) ^
$10.99
Rogan's Corner
ATTENTION
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
YOU CAN PICK UP YOUR 
COPY OF THE
2002 - 2003
STUDENT HANDBOOK
Get your copy at the
Campus Center Information Desk Today!
Remember! 
Temporary 
Housing 
Reassignment 
Wait List 
Applications are 
due soon!
Temporary Housing Reassignment 
Wait List Applications
(for traditional doubles and triples) 
were available at your check-in location. If you did not receive one, 
please contact your RD or the Residential Life Office.
Return Completed Applications to the 
Residential Life Office by:
Tuesday, September 3, at 5 p.m.
On time applications are prioritized in order 
according to date of deposit.
Late applications are prioritized according to the date 
and time received. Regular wait lists for Emerson, sin­
gles, apartments & suites are available on Sept. 3 and 
are due at 5 p.m. on Sept. 6.
For more information, e-mail us at Housingfgithaca.edu 
or call 607-274-3141.
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Ford tackles field house challenge
Plans for new athletic facility remain in early stages as college awaits lead donor ;
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH
Assistant Sports Editor
Kristen Ford remembers the article well. 
It was written about 11 months ago, soon af­
ter Ithaca finished fifth in the Sears Direc­
tors’ Cup standings, the college’s then high­
est finish in school history.
On September 24, 2001, the NCAA 
News published an article about Division 
III schools building prominent athletic fa­
cilities to boost, among other things, re­
cruiting for student athletes and funding 
from alumni.
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN
KRISTEN FORD, DIRECTOR of intercollegiate athletics, was named director of special 
campaigns in July and is overseeing the fund-raising efforts for the new field house.
The article stated that four out of the top 
five schools in the cup standings had multi- 
million-dollar athletics facility projects in the 
last five years.
Ford, director for intercollegiate athletics 
for the college, is quick to name the miss­
ing school.
“Obviously we were the ones that didn’t 
have it,” Ford said sheepishly.
Now, after overseeing Ithaca’s second- 
place finish in the 2002 cup standings. Ford 
hopes that Bomber athletics will be on par 
with the rest of Division III schools across 
the nation.
Ford, the college’s athletics director for 
the past three years, was named director of 
special campaigns in 
July, and will lead the 
fund-raising efforts for 
the college’s proposed 
field house.
“I saw it as a way to 
utilize my background in 
athletics and my fund-rais­
ing experience,” Ford 
said. “It’s a project that 
I’m passionate about and 
so I decided that it might 
be something fun for me 
to take on.”
However, these ef­
forts are in such an early 
stage that the college has yet to find an ar­
chitect for the project or even target a figure 
for the overall cost of the field house.
Ford said that it is too early to tell how 
much money will go into the field house, but 
that it will be one of the “larger campaigns 
that the institution has taken on.”
“Based on the needs of the institution, and 
the fact that we haven’t built such a facility 
many many years — over 20 years it’s been 
a need of the campus — we’re sort of gonna 
have to catch up,” Ford said. “Along with 
that. I’m anticipating, comes cost.”
Although Ford and the Office of Insti­
tutional Advancement have not yet con­
tacted an architect. Ford sees the facility 
encompassing both varsity athletics and 
recreational facilities for the general stu­
dent body.
“The sports that are currently housed in 
the Hill Center — gymnastics, wrestling, vol­
leyball, basketball — ultimately, my hope is
that they will be moved into this facility,” 
Ford said.
Other possibilites for the field house in­
clude a general workout and weight room 
space, an indoor track, an indoor tennis court, 
a regulation pool and offices. The field house 
will potentially be located on the South Hill 
side of Butterfield Stadium.
Ford, who is in her 16th year working for 
the college, does have some fund-raising ex­
perience. One year prior to her time spent as 
athletics director. Ford worked in a fund-rais­
ing role at the Office of Institutional Ad­
vancement, where, in addition to her time as 
athletics director, she developed a strong re­
lationship with alumni.
This relationship, ’ 
Ford said, will be one of 
the keys in securing a 
“lead gift,” the type of gift 
that would earn its donor 
naming rights to a facility. 
Once a lead gift is secured, 
which Ford hopes to hap­
pen sometime next year, 
smaller gifts from alumni 
will follow.
The college has yet to 
begin a search for a re­
placement for Ford, who 
will eventually work as 
director of special cam­
paigns full time.
“Kristen will continue her role as direc­
tor of intercollegiate athletics,” said Brian 
McAree, vice president for student affairs and 
campus life. “She’ll be serving in both roles 
50 percent until we can find a replacement.
“Kristen has been an outstanding direc­
tor,” McAree continued. “She’s been a 
longstanding member of the college com­
munity and this campaign for the field house 
is very important to the college and our ath­
letics. I can’t think of a better person that 
could provide leadership and knowledge for 
this campaign.”
McAree said the college is in the process 
of putting together a search committee to fill 
Ford’s position and the goal and hope of the 
college is to have a new athletics director by 
mid-year or around January.
“My sense is that this kind of position and 
this reputation will attract candidates from 
across the country,” McAree said.
^ ^ I saw it as a way to 
utilize my background 
in athletics and my 
fund-raising experi­
ence.^^
—KRISTEN FORD
director for intercollegiate 
athletics
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Richer nabs
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH
Assistant Sports Editor
He stands 6 feet 3 inches tall, 
weighs 215 pounds and has realis­
tic aspirations of playing in the NFL.
He is the lone preseason all- 
American on an Ithaca football 
team that lost 25 seniors, 15 of 
them starters, from the season be­
fore. He is a punter.
The man with the aforemen­
tioned attributes is senior Brian 
Bicher, who, in July, was named to 
the d3football.com preseason 
All-America team for the second 
straight year. This season, Bicher 
earned second-team status; last 
year, he was a third-team pick.
“He is very deserving. He’s the 
best punter we’ve ever had here,” 
Coach Mike Welch said. “He’s one 
of the best punters in the country. 
He’s got a very strong leg and the 
touch to drop it inside the 20-[yard 
line].”
In 2001, Bicher set Ithaca ca­
reer records for punts and punt 
yardage, totaling 149 punts and 
5,381 yards in his first three sea­
sons at Ithaca. Also, his average 
of 37.98 yards-per-punt ranked 
26th nationally. Bicher contends 
that his numbers are even better 
than that.
another preseason award
“We usually dominate the 
teams we play against,” Bicher 
said. “So, I end up punting short­
er kicks [because Ithaca is closer 
to the opponent’s end zone]. In the 
playoff games, when we are 
more matched up against people 
we’re playing, I had a 42-yard av­
erage, I think, because I was put 
in more positions where I was able 
to punt longer.”
Eighteen of Bicher’s 40 punts 
were downed in the red zone and 
the opposition returned only 12 of 
his punts, statistics that Bicher says, 
are a testament to not only his kick­
ing touch and hang-time but the 
punt-coverage team as a whole.
“It isn’t just me,” Bicher said of 
a punt team that ranked fourth in 
the nation in net punting with an 
average of 36.55 yards-per-punt. 
“It’s all the other guys on the team 
who get down there and bust their 
ass and make the tackles — 
which we did a really good job of 
last year.”
Bicher’s numbers, correctly 
attributed to him or not, have gar­
nered not only national accolades 
but attention from professional 
scouting services.
“A guy came last year ... he 
said he’s gonna come to a couple 
of games,” Bicher said. “He
works for, like, 18 of the differ­
ent NFL teams with a scouting 
company.”
Even though Bicher isn’t in the 
most prominent position on the 
field, Welch maintains that Bich­
er shows his leadership with his 
powerful right leg.
“He lets his punting do the talk­
ing for him,” Welch said. “I think 
the guys on our team understand 
the importance of the punter’s po­
sition. He’s worked hard at his 
skills and when players see that 
they respect that and they see a 
leadership position.”
Upstate New York 
Football Poll 
Aug. 23, 2002
1. Brockport
2. Ithaca
3. Rensselaer
4. Union
5. Cortland
6. Hobart
7. Hartwick
8. Buffalo State
9. Rochester
10. Alfred
11. St. John Fisher
12. St. Lawrence
. __, -k ■__ ■ T I
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN
SENIOR PUNTER BRIAN BICHER practices on his technique 
Monday. For the second year in a row, Bicher has garnered All- 
American status on dSfootball.com’s All-America team. This 
season, he’s on the second team.
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Press
ox
Time to respect soccer 
after summer showcase
I yawned and looked at my clock. It was 
4:45 a.m. on Wednesday, June 5, but there 
was a perfectly good reason for my pre­
dawn wake-up call: the World Cup.
You’re damn right, I was one of those 
people. How could I not be? In my mind, 
at the professional international level, soc­
cer players are collec­
tively the best athletes 
in the world; the men, 
arguably, the women, 
unquestionably.
Not many people in 
this country recognize it 
because the American 
media largely find soc­
cer boring and uninter­
esting. But that’s a big 
misconception. It’s the 
American arrogance 
that has existed since we 
came to the realization that, excluding 
women, other countries play the game a lot 
better than the United States. So we throw 
our nose up at them and turn to basketball 
or football.
But upon a closer look, the only major 
sporting event in the past year that can even 
closely compare to the excitement and high 
tension of the World Cup was the World Se­
ries. And now, following the American per­
formance in Korea and Japan, soccer 
grows stronger as baseball drowns slowly 
in its own greed and stupidity.
In its second game, the upstart Americans, 
tied 1-1 with South Korea, kept fans glued 
to the tube as it scrambled to keep the Ko­
reans out of the net for a second time, which 
would have effectively ended the United 
. States’ Cup chances. The tie was a crucial 
point that allowed the Americans to advance.
Just like the games, the individual skill 
of the players was amazing to watch.
Brazil’s Ronaldo was breathtaking with 
his combination of grace and talent, while 
German goalie Oliver Kahn, quite possibly 
the best keeper of all time, made unbeliev­
able saves in vaulting the Germans to the fi­
nals. English star Michael Owen’s lightning 
speed and lethal finishing abilities have the 
Brits poised for unlimited future success.
So, knowing that soccer possesses a 
mind-boggling combination of amazing in­
dividual skill and team play, does that mean 
it will soon force its way into the top-lev­
el sports in our society? No, probably not, 
Football holds court here and not even Ryan 
Leaf’s retirement will budge the sport’s 
stronghold on America.
But the transition to the public sphere 
grows slowly but surely. Brian McBride’s 
leaping header against heavily-favored 
Portugal and his beautiful one-timer 
against stunned Mexico made sure the 
wheels started turning. Certainly, it didn’t 
hurt that 20-year-old baby-faced Landon 
Donovan quickly became a poster boy for 
the American pre-teen generation with his 
smile, star potential and youthful exuberance.
And that’s where the change in American 
soccer is taking place: the youth. Boys play 
soccer more than football now and more girls 
Join the soccer ranks everyday.
The feeder programs for colleges, the 
MLS and the WUSA are turning out. 
younger, stronger and better players than 
this country has ever showcased. The play­
ers are getting better at every level, in- 
^ eluding here at Ithaca.
The women’s soccer team consistently 
puts out quality teams that compete against 
a strong soccer region. The men, who strug­
gled last year in a rebuilding season filled with 
« underclassmen, will only improve this year 
against tough competition.
As soccer continues to emerge at all lev­
els, the professional stage for American soc­
cer grows brighter.
Which certainly sounds justifiable to me 
after all those early mornings this summer.
BRIAN
DELANEY
Sports Editor
Press Box appears in this space every 
^eek. E-mail Brian Delaney at 
bdelanel @ ithaca. edu.
JUNIOR BECCA BERRY, left, kicks the ball past a St. John Fisher defender during Tuesday morning’s scrimmage.
Youth serves Bombers
BY BRIAN DELANEY
Sports Editor
After a strenuous preseason 
that sometimes consisted of 
four-a-day practices, the 
women’s soccer team appears 
ready 
for an- 
other
Women’s soccer
s u c - 
cessful campaign.
The Bombers, who won 10 of 
their 11 first games last season 
before dropping five of their last 
seven, finished with a 12-6 
record after a 2-1 loss to Gene- 
seo in an ECAC playoff game.
Part of the reason for the slide 
down the homestretch was an in­
creased difficulty in the sched­
ule, but junior defenseman Tara 
Repsher thinks the Blue and 
Gold can prevent another sea­
son-ending collapse.
“I think we have to keep up 
our intensity,” Repsher said. “I 
felt we settled in too much and
thought we were doing so well. 
After the Cortland game (a 1-0 
overtime victory), we should 
have picked up the intensity, but 
instead we dropped off.”
During the regular season in 
2001, the Blue and Gold either 
shut out the opposition or were 
shut out themselves. Beginning 
with this weekend’s games at the 
Elizabethtown (Pa.) Tourna­
ment against top quality teams, 
the Bombers remain poised to 
resurrect their winning ways.
“This group seems to be 
very united,” said ninth-year 
coach Mindy Quigg, who owns 
a 112-43 record at Ithaca. 
“We’re pretty young — we 
only have three seniors. But 
they’re doing a good job of lead­
ing and everyone is responding 
well to that. The one character­
istic that is going to make us suc­
cessful being young is that they 
work really hard.”
Quigg expects several fresh­
man to make contributions, es­
pecially Kate Sweeney, who 
has a great opportunity to start 
in the backfield.
Sweeney and the other fresh­
men will look toward the three se­
niors to lead this youthful squad 
back to postseason prominence 
through their guidance, tenacity 
and intelligent game play.
Angela Dufield, a midfielder, 
is rock steady with the ball and 
can distribute effectively to junior 
forward Becca Berry and sopho­
more forward Rachel Thau. Ex­
pect Thau and Berry, who both 
finished 2001 with six goals and 
three assists apiece, to fill the nets 
this season for the Bombers.
Two other seniors, Katie 
Petrocci and midfielder Jamie 
Seigel, should play big minutes for 
what figures to be one of Quigg’s 
deepest teams in nine seasons.
“I see us making a lot of sub­
stitutions this year,” Quigg 
said. “We have a lot of depth and 
if we stay healthy, I see that as 
a big key for us.”
One minor change is that the 
defense plans to mix in a zone 
coverage in spot replacement of 
the team’s usual man-to-man 
strategy. Last spring, the team ex­
perimented with the zone and 
found some advantageous situa­
tions that fit this team’s person­
nel. It may be beneficial to the de­
fense, which will have to fill the 
void of the graduated Carrie 
Callahan, last season’s sweeper.
“Callahan was a big lossjii. 
goalie Liz Bishop said. “With 
the zone, we have to be careful 
of the through balls and balls 
over the top, so all of us keep­
ers are going to have to come 
way off our line.”
Bishop and the new-look de­
fense will be tested this weekend 
when the Bombers play the host 
team, Elizabethtown, on Saturday 
before tackling North Carolina 
Wesleyan on Sunday. After that, 
the Bombers will look for revenge 
against Geneseo on Sept. 7 at the 
Upper Terrace Fields.
Ithaca ready to reverse last year’s disappointment
BY ANDREW KROECKEL
Staff Writer
With an influx of youth last season the 
Bombers fell below the .500 mark for the 
first time since 1984.
However, Coach Andy Byrne and the 
players feel that their 6-10 record in 2001 was 
not representative 
of the team’s 
talent — they be­
lieve the record 
could have easily been reversed or better.
“[Last year] was disappointing but not the 
way we played,” said junior Josh Marksberry, 
who is one of four Bomber captains. “Every 
game was a one-goal loss or an overtime loss. 
We outplayed every team last year.”
One year and 16 games later, 10 sopho­
mores have emerged as the core of a team 
that returns only one senior and five juniors.
“It’s helped them a lot,” Marksberry said. 
“They’re still inexperienced but they’ve seen 
a lot of playing time and there’s a big dif­
ference in their maturity in just the year.”
Included in that season of 10 one-goal 
losses was a late-season, five-game win 
streak that saw the Bombers outscore their 
opponents 12-2 and improve their record 
from 1-9 to 6-9 in 16 days.
“[There is] momentum definitely going 
through,” Marksberry said. “Especially for the 
younger guys. The guys that have been around 
know how to win and the young guys, [with]
them losing all the time, were getting frus­
trated.”
At the heart of the offense is sophomore 
Mike Alexander, who led the team with six 
goals last season. Alexander cited the one-year 
experience as invaluable towards on-field co­
hesion. He also noted how the year helped the 
players learn each other’s style of play.
As for this fall, Alexander believes an­
other quality season is expected from him, 
but he remains self-motivated.
“I think I put the most stress on myself,” 
Alexander said. “Even though people expect 
me to have a big season. I’m always going 
to put a ton of pressure on myself no mat­
ter what people say. I’m confident that I will 
[have a better season].”
Three other sophomores have emerged 
as leaders and have earned the additional re­
sponsibility of captaincy. Ben Visnyei, 
Andy Smith and Patrick Ouckama join 
Marksberry in a quartet of leadership.
Visnyei was second in team scoring last 
year with four goals and two assists, and 
Smith added a goal and two assists.
Byrne doesn’t expect any one player to 
carry the team and is confident the team can 
muster a balanced attack.
“I definitely think it will be a team ef­
fort,” Byrne said. “We’re going to spread the 
weight of the responsibility around 
amongst a bunch of different guys. They will 
all have a different role and hopefully they 
will do a good job with that.”
The Bombers will also have to compen­
sate for the loss of Ryan O’Connor ’02. 
Marksberry, however, thinks that freshman 
Chris Frank can step in and make an im­
mediate impact as a scorer.
Returning to goal will be the tandem of 
sophomore Ted Meyer and the lone senior, 
Glenn Palmieri. Both keepers started eight 
games last season and combined for a 1.287 
goals against average. Byrne thinks the com­
bination is just right for the team.
“It’s nice to have two different keepers 
who are ready to play,” Byrne said. “They 
are both good goalkeepers, and they have 
different strengths.”
With all of this talent the Bombers are 
poised to face their toughest schedule in 
Byrne’s tenure at Ithaca. The Blue and Gold 
take on four teams that made it to the NCAA 
tournament last season, including its open­
er tomorrow against Worcester State 
(Mass.). Ithaca will also face SUNY cham­
pion Cortland and a formidable Empire 
Eight schedule.
The fierce schedule doesn’t faze Byrne or 
the players as they remain focused on their 
mission to return to the NCAA playoffs. 
Byrne is concentrating on getting the team 
in the top four of the conference, win the con­
ference tournament and move on from there.
Alexander, however, was much more 
succinct.
“I really think that we can beat any team 
we play,” he said.
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Blue and Gold 
excited to play 
tough schedule
BY ANDREW KROECKEL
Staff Writer
Volleyball
Last season it seemed that the only team 
capable of keeping the Bombers from soar­
ing to the final four were the Golden Flyers 
of Nazareth.
With a tough five-set win in the New York 
Regional finals of the NCAA tournament last 
October, Nazareth 
beat Ithaca for the 
fourth time of the 
season and ended an 
otherwise successful year for the Bombers.
“We were able to prove the people 
[right] that took a chance on letting us in that 
we deserved to be in there,” said Head Coach 
Janet Donovan, who led the team to a 28-8 
record, its ninth winning season in her 10 
years at Ithaca.
As the team wraps up its preseason work­
outs and double-session practices, senior Jes­
sica Raymond noted the considerable 
growth of team chemistry. Donovan herself 
remains very optimistic.
“If preseason is a sign of what’s to come. 
I’m very excited about the future,” Dono­
van said. •
On the court, the biggest change in per­
sonnel comes on the front line as Ithaca’s all- 
time leader in assists, Jen Salmon ’02, gives 
way to sophomore Shannan Barclay.
Donovan pointed out that no one 
thought Salmon could replace Jill Finochio 
t^,‘who held the previous assists record. In
Barclay, Donovan sees an athlete with un-» 
limited potential who competes and sacrifices 
her body like no other setter she’s had.
“Shannan Barclay, in my opinion, is ex­
tremely talented,” she said. “I’d be the last 
person to put a ceiling on top of her.”
Donovan is also looking for productive 
seasons from Raymond, who led the team 
in kills last season and has the highest ca­
reer kill percentage in school history. Be­
hind Raymond on offense is junior Janet 
Hammond and her 373 kills from last sea­
son. And, according to Donovan, sophomore 
Julie Roth has emerged as one of the top 
passers on the team.
The Bombers own the advantageous 
wild-card in junior Journey Gunderson. 
She has experience at every position, and the 
coaching staff will use her wherever neces­
sary to help the team.
“She’s a key player because she’s going 
to be able to float into any position that we 
have on our floor,” Assistant Coach Mary 
Wallenbeck said.
Gunderson has been tabbed as the 
team’s libero. The libero was designed for 
international men’s competition five years ago 
but was introduced to the women’s college 
game this season. In a primary defensive role, 
Gunderson will wear a different color shirt, 
substitute for middle positions and is not per­
mitted serve, attack or set ball to players in 
front of 10-foot line.
“If this is the way I can get on the floor, then 
this is what I’ll do,” Gunderson said. “I love
SOPHOMORE JULIE ROTH, bottom right, digs a ball during practice Monday night in 
Ben Light Gymnasium while junior Journey Gunderson, left, watches.
it now — now that I’m getting used to it.”
Most notable of the freshman class is 6- 
foot-l-inch Meghan Momingstar, who will 
step in while junior Courtney McVicker is 
sidelined by severe muscle spasms.
If the Bombers fall short of a conference 
title again, then their playoff fate rests in the 
hands of an NCAA selection committee. 
However, the Blue and Gold’s difficult sched­
ule should carry weight in favor of the 
Bombers, an asset that pleases Donovan.
“We got lucky,” Donovan said. “This year 
our schedule is even stronger, and we don’t
have to travel so far.”
Ithaca opens its season on Saturday at the 
National Invitational at Gettysburg and will 
face third-ranked Juniata (Pa.). In early Oc­
tober, the team plays ninth-ranked Cal 
State-Hayward at a tournament in Boston,
Donovan welcomes the challenge that 
these teams will present, but she is focused 
on leading her team through the Empire Eight 
and beyond.
“[The] ultimate goal is to always win the 
conference and qualify for the NCAA tour­
nament,” Donovan said.
CHECK OUT THIS GYM!
Join now and save with a student membership
1 semester = tl49
2 semesters = ^275
' first 100 students to join get a FREE t-shirt!
SPINNING * YOGA * PILATES * TANGO * STEAM ROOM 
CARDIO CENTER * FREE WEIGHTS * PERSONAL TRAINING 
COURTS * GROUP FITNESS CLASSES
ligaHini'Ulii'illj COMINO SOON!
277.0200 * www.courtsiderfc.com * 380 Pine Tree Rd. Ithaca, New York
OUR VEGETARIAN 
DINER-STYLE MENU
HAS 23 DELICIOUS ENTREES TO LOVE
• CRILLED SANDWICHES
• INCREDIBLE SALADS
• FRESH STIR FRYS
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
EXPANDED SEATING ■ INTERNATIONAL DINNERS
308-310 STEWART AVE • 277-4770
HOURS: TUE5-FRI IIAM-MIDNICHT • SATS. SUN 9:30AM-MIDNICHT
i
Have you heard what the 
Health Center has to offer?
Birth Control and Cyn Exams.
STD and HIV Testing.
Med-I-Car Service.
Referral Services.
X-Rays.
Allergy Injections.
Laboratory Testing.
Clinic and Infirmary Care.
A Friendly and Helpful Atmosphere.
Hammond Health Center 
24-hour Emergeney Care. 
Appointments or Walk-in. 
274-3177.
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
r
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Stylin’ squad ready to compete
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN
JUNIOR PAIGE WATKINS congratulates a teammate at a Bomber match last season.
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH
Assistant Sports Editor
Given how sharply the women’s tennis 
team will be dressing this fall, they’d bet­
ter play well.
With new uniforms replacing the team’s 
usual T-shirt and shorts, the Bombers have set 
their expectations t»igh as junior Paige 
Watkins and senior Heather Spann return as 
the No. 1 doubles pair.
Spann leads Ithaca after going 6-6 in the 
No. 1 singles slot on the team to earn all-con­
ference honors. Also pacing the Bombers will 
be junior Meghan Carroll, who finished the 
season with an 18-7 record in singles and a 
16-8 record in doubles and junior Alison Ha- 
genbuch, who finished with a combined dou­
bles and singles record of 12-7.
“We pretty much have a strong lineup, right 
from the top to the bottom,” Watkins said. 
“You can’t really tell a difference between the 
weakest players and the strongest.”
Spann agreed that the team’s depth will 
be critical to its success.
“The bottom players are sometimes 
more important than the best players,” she 
said. “Sometimes, our top player might be 
going against someone that’s incredible and 
we need the rest of the team to win also.”
Ithaca won the conference tournament 
two years ago and finished with a runners- 
up showing last year.
“Last year was an interesting year,” Coach 
Bill Austin said. “We really made some great 
improvements throughout the year. We lost 
to Nazareth 7-2 early in the season, then we 
played them in the finals of the conference 
championships and lost a nail-biter, 5-4.”
Just six days from its season-opening match 
against Skidmore, the women’s tennis team 
had yet to pick a captain. Still, Austin has lit­
tle concern about team leadership.
“Your leaders come from all over the 
place,” Austin said. “Hopefully every­
body’s got some leadership capabilities with­
in them.
“I trust that whoever is captain will step 
into that role and fulfill it as a good exam­
ple, role model and liaison.”
Austin, in his third year as tennis coach, 
said that the Bombers are facing a tougher 
schedule than recent years, beginning with
the match against Skidmore on Monday. The 
Thoroughbreds, who have placed in the 
NCAA top 25 in 15 of the last 17 seasons, 
defeated Ithaca 9-0 last year.
“That match is gonna be tough,” Austin 
said. “They’re one of the best in the state, 
if not the country.
“Last year was the first time we had them 
on the schedule,” he added. “It ups the sched­
ule, with a difficult match.”
Watkins remains confident.
“We’re gonna be strong,” Watkins said. 
“We’ve definitely got the Empire Eight in 
the bag.”
Sport
Snorts
Entry deadlines approach
Intramural entries for softball, arena 
football, sand volleyball, soccer and the 
tennis tournament are due Tuesday by 5 
p.m. in Hill Center, room 102.
Each team must submit a check at the 
manager’s meeting made payable to Itha­
ca College for $25. Tennis tournament en­
trants must pay $5. Checks will be returned 
if the team does not forfeit any games 
throughout the course of the season.
The manager’s meetings will be in 
Williams 221 on Sept. 3, with softball at 
5:30 p.m., football at 6:30 p.m., sand vol­
leyball at 7:30 p.m., soccer at 8:30 p.m. 
and tennis at 9:30 p.m.
Academic awards abound*
Seven field hockey members were 
named to- the National Field Hockey 
Coaches Association National Academic 
Squad: freshman Brooke Aldrich, fresh­
man Joy Bostrom, senior Marie Engle, se­
nior Aimee Nicholas, sophomore Tamara 
Payn, junior Mandy Sheffield and junior 
Amanda Wood-Friend.
Seven crew members were named Na­
tional Scholar Athletes by the Collegiate 
Rowing Coaches Association: senior 
Melinda Bolgar, senior Jocelyn Fitchett, 
senior Liz Jackstadt, junior Carrie John­
son, sophomore Nora Lahr, junior Linnet 
Miller and junior Amelia O’Hanlon.
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan
Bethel Grove Bible Church
1763 Slaterville Road (Rt. 79E), Ithaca 
277-3333 or BG@BG.ORG
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL CHRIST-CENTERED CHURCH 
__________ SERVING COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS____________________
Non-formal Worship Service 8:30 a.m.
Educational Opportunities (Nursery-Adult) 10:00 a.m.
Traditional Worship Service 11:15 a.m.
Dec. 23. 30 & Jan. 6 
Worship Service 9:30 a.m.
Please visit our Web site! www.bg.org
STUDENT GOLF SPECIAL
9 ho/as 18 hales 
Weekdays $9 $14
Weekends $10 $15
"No riding carts available 
with this special
GOLF AS BUSINESS TOOL
LEARN TO PLAY GOLF WITH 
TOP 50 TEACHER IN COUNTRY 
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT 
GROUPS OR PRIVATE
273-2363
218 N. Applegate Rd. 
Discount Pro$hDp 
Directions and Tee Times 
ReNTAL SETS AVAILABLE 
http ;//www. hAtendala.com
Art Matrix and 
Lightlink Internet 
(607) 277-0959 
www.lightlink.com
Web Hosting $10/month, $100/year 
No Domains, 1 E-mail, 25 Megs, SSL, CGI
Dialup $20/month, $200/year 
56K, 6 E-mails, News, 25Megs, SSL, CGI
Domains, $10/month, $100/year 
10 E-mails, 25 megs per domain
Business High Speed $250/month, $2500/year 
5 Gigs free, $10/Gig, Unlimited E-mails, News, DNS
Colocations $250/month, $2500/year 
3 Machines, 5 Gigs free, $10/Gig, 24x7 Access, DNS
Want Internet? Get Lightlink.
SKYDIVE
TANDEM
■'A*,
Finger Lukes 
Skvdivers4
. w W w^kKydiv ctlngciiii kcs.cnm i 
- S69- 5601 or I- 800- SKYDIVE
apsiawiiii
ITHACA COLLEG^CONCERTS 2002-3
itroduction and Preludes
Save 20 percent with a season subscriition!
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2002
w Emanuel Ax. piano
“His pianism is always thoughtful, lyrical, lustrous.”
—Was/xmgton Post
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2003
Nathan Gunn, baritone
“Splendid '. . . physically assured and vocally affecting.”
—Wall Street Journal
FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 2003
Midori, violin
“Extraordinary gift.s and interpretative insight.”
—Washington Post
ALL PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT 8:15 P.M. IN FORD HALL IN THE JAMES J. WHALEN CENTER 
FOR MUSIC AT ITHACA COLLEGE.
SINGLE TICKETS MAY SELL QUICKLY! SAVE 20 PERCENT ON A SEASON SUBSCRIPTION, 
AND YOU'RE SURE TO HAVE A SEAT FOR EACH PERFORMANCE!
S48.00 GENERAL PUBLIC (S60.00 VALUE)
539.50 1C FACULTY, STAFF, ALUMNI, ADMINISTRATORS:
FRIENDS OF ITHACA COLLEGE: STUDENTS (549.50 VALUE)
S24.00 SENIOR CITIZENS, CHILDREN, 1C STUDENTS (S30.00 VALUE)
PLEASE CALL 607-274-3171 TO RECEIVE A SEASON BROCHURE AND OUR EVENT CALENDARS.
www.ithaca.edu/music/guestartjsts IE\1 l.il
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Former player returns as coach
Ithaca Hall of Fame member earns 
quick reputation as a demanding leader
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH
Staff Writer_________________
Believe it or not, Karen Hollands’ two 
new coaching positions at Ithaca — one as 
assistant field hockey coach, the other as 
head women’s lacrosse coach — might ac­
tually be a less stressful pair than her pre­
vious work experience.
Hollands, a 1994 graduate of Ithaca Col­
lege, was hired from --------------
Hamilton College this 
summer where she was 
head coach of both the field 
hockey team and the 
women’s lacrosse team.
“Tracy, she gets the 
high-stress level, I get the 
medium-stress level,”
Hollands said of head 
field hockey coach Tracy 
Houk. “I can really focus 
on my fall lacrosse season
CAR^CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN
KAREN HOLLANDS WILL take over the reigns of the women’s lacrosse team in the 
§pangi«mtil80 is serving as an assistant coach to Tracy Houk for the field hockey team.
and into the spring lacrosse season.”
Hollands, a member of the Ithaca College 
Athletic Hall of Fame, played lacrosse and 
field hockey on South Hill.
“It’s very exciting to come back to Ithaca,” 
Hollands said. “It’s always been a dream to be 
back on the hill and to be a Bomber again.”
Hollands was an All-American goalie with 
the field hockey team and still holds Ithaca 
field hockey records for career saves (550) 
and saves in a season (312).
Because of Hollands expertise in goal­
tending, she will be working specifically with 
the netminders during the season, replacing 
former assistant field hockey coach Piep van 
Heuven.
“Coach Hollands is definitely [more]
strict,” head field hockey coach Tracy Houk 
said of the difference between Hollands and 
van Heuven.
“She is very dedicated and intense and brings 
great energy to the program,” Houk added.
Junior goalkeeper Sarah Whiting can at­
test to the fiery nature of Hollands.
“We shouldn’t wear pink or purple be­
cause she calls us pansies if we do that.” 
Whiting said. “She makes us jump rope be­
cause it makes us quick-” 
er.”
In women’s lacrosse, 
Hollands will be replacing 
interim coach Mike 
Wood. In each of her last 
two years at Hamilton, 
Hollands led the team to 
the quarterfinals of the 
NCAA playoffs. In 2000, 
she was named Coach of 
the Year of the Upstate 
Collegiate Athletic Asso­
ciation, the Intercollegiate Women’s 
Lacrosse Coaches Association New York Re­
gion and the New York State Women’s Col­
legiate Athletic Association.
“Taking over at Hamilton, it was a 
young program,” Hollands said. “I have had 
a good experience at Hamilton and I’ve been 
to two NCAA tournaments and played 
against Ithaca, so I know the quality of ath­
letics here.” *
Coach Houk said that Hollands’ head 
coaching experience at Hamilton is an 
added asset to the team.
“She knows what it takes to be a head 
coach and the kind of support you need,” 
Houk said. “She’s there, behind me, every 
step of the way.” '
44 /t's always been a 
dream to come 
back on the Hill and to 
be a Bomber again.
—KAREN HOLLANDS
assistant field hockey coach 
and women's lacrosse coach
j
Students, welcome 
to your new address
ithaca-edu
Students can now receive email at
username@ithaca.edu
Please Note:
@ic3.ithaca.edu will still work for students who had accounts last year
■
Rough and Tumbfe
The women’s soccer team will 
look to roll over its opponents 
this year.
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Jessica Raymond and 
the rest of the Bomber 
volleyhali team are read,
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